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Abstract 

A mixed integer linear programming model (MILP) is presented to help deciding how products 
should be allocated to different production units, in a multi-stage, multi-product, multi location 
environment with considerable changeover times between products. The model determines the 
optimal allocations of products and of customer orders to non-identical processing units by 
maximising the overall net profit To calculate the net profit, revenues of regular product and 
offgrade product sales, production costs, inventory costs, packaging costs, handling costs, and 
capital costs are included in the model. The optimal allocation is compared with the current 
allocation and investment opportunities, to remove existing capacity constraints, are identified. 
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Management Summary 

In this thesis a mixed integer linear programming model (MILP) is presented for an allocation 
decision in a multi-stage, multi-product, multi location environment with considerable 
changeover times between products. The model deterrnines the optimal allocations of products 
and of customer orders to non-identical processing units (also called trains), by maximising the 
overall net profit To calculate the net profit, revenues of regular product and offgrade product 
sales, production costs, inventory casts, packaging costs, handling costs, and capita) costs are 
included in the model. 

The trains are non-identical; not every train is capable of producing every product and the trains 
produce with different production rates. The impact of increasing flexibility by being able to 
produce products with more different trains is researched. Possible investments opportunities for 
the different trains are identified and evaluated. 

A case study has been conducted at Dow chemica}, Dow is a worldwide producer of mainly 
chemica), plastic, and agricultural products. This research focuses on the production of Salution 
Polyethylene (SP), Dow produces over 55 different products at three locations in Europe on six 
non-identical trains. Offgrade is produces when a changeover takes place. A changeover is the 
process of converting a train from producing one product to producing another product. During 
this process off grade product is almast always produced. The profits made (per tonne sold) for 
offgrade products are at least Iower compared to the profits made on any regular 
products. 

The current allocation of product families to trains within Dow is compared with the optimal 
allocation as deterrnined by the model. For both 'allocations' the production time and the 
allocation of customer orders to trains are optimised by the model. The optima) allocation found 
by the model perfarms almast 1% better (looking at the net . This might seem non 
significant, however the expected increase in net profit is over each month! Furthermore, the 
expected overall service level (e.g. fraction of demand delivered directly from stock) increases 
from 94.50% to 96.87%. The production costs are the largest share of all costs (over 95%) 
foliowed by the transportation costs (between 3 and 3.5% ). 

The increase in net profit is largely based on the increased sales of regular product. The 
production of regular product produced increases from to tonnes. Furthermore, the 
transport and handling costs are decreased slightly in the optimal model due to being able to 
produce the products closer to the customers and on places were the handling costs are 1ower. If 
only an in vestment is made for train two in Tarragona, half of the expected net profit can already 
be achieved. 

Scenario analysis has been conducted to see how different allocations perfarm for different future 
scenarios. The net profit made with eight different allocations of product families to trains has 
been calculated for 21 scenarios and the current situation. The allocation of product families to 
trains was fixed while all other decision variables were optimised by the model. The performance 
of each of these different allocations has been compared with the performance with the optimum 
allocation, which would be achieved in case of full flexibility (e.g. each product can be produced 
on each production train). 

The scenario analysis has been conducted for different demand scenarios, a decrease in 
production capacity in Tarragona on one of the trains and for researching the effect demand that 
will be fulfilled from the Middle-East in the future. The results showed that the optimal allocation 
calculated by the model for the deterrninistic situations outperfarms the current allocation for all 
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the 21 scenarios. The average expected difference in net profit is over 2% which is over €1111 
per month, while the maximum increase in net profit occurs if train three in Terneuzen would 
break down and is over 4%, which equalises to over € per month. These results indicate that 
that it can be very interesting for Dow to further investigate the differences between the current 
and the optima! allocation found without scenario and further research the possible investments 
needed to change their allocation of product families to trains. A number of possible investments 
opportunities have been identified which can increase the expected net profit significantly. The 
exact costs of these investment opportunities need to be investigated further. The first focus 
should be on qualifying product farnily 4 and product farnily 8 on train 4 (Tarragona 2). 

The net profit found with the optimum allocation for the base case is 19 out of 22 times within 
2% of the net profit optimum solution found with full flexibility. The other 3 times are within 4% 
of op the optimum solution. 

Dow expects that overall demand will increase in the upcorning years. If the demand for all 
products increases with 10%, a number of products are not produced anymore because the profit 
made on this products is too low. The following products are identified that could be removed 
from the product portfolio (or for which the prices have to be increased): Dow should be 
careful with removing these products and first investigate if customers exist who order these 
products in combination with other products, and who rnight be lost if these products are removed 
from the portfolio. 

For almost all scenarios (20 out of 21), the expected net profit made for the optima! allocation 
without a scenario is higher than the performance of the model with forced lirnited flexibility (e.g. 
products are forced to be produced on at least two different trains). The theory as introduced by 
Jordan and Graves (1995): lirnited flexibility performs if products are produced on at least two 
different production units and lirnited flexibility performs close to full flexibility, was partly 
verified. The performance of lirnited flexibility is close to the performance of full flexibility. 
However, other allocations perform better than lirnited flexibility in this study. This rnight also be 
caused by the fact that the demand at Dow is generally larger than the production capacity. 

Opening an extra train will have considerable consequences for the production of SP in Europe. 
Overall the net profit will increase, however Dow Europe will have a lower number of products 
to produce. The difference in transport costs to customers between the Middle East and Europe 
will not have such a large influence as the difference in production costs. 

Finally, changes in demand on a local level (of 20%) or on an overall level (15%) do not 
considerably change the outcomes of the model. This is likely explained by the fact that the 
transport costs are very small compared to the costs of production. 

The developed model will be implemented by Dow. The model can easily be modified for 
situations which have considerable changeover or setup times between products, produce 
products at different locations on non-identical trainsllines, and have customers at different 
locations. Within the base plastics group of Dow, the production of Low Density Polyethylene 
(LDPE) and Polyethylene have these characteristics. 

lil 
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1 Introduetion 

1.1 Introduetion to the project 

The Master' s Thesis is based on a project that has been executed at Dow Chernical. The project is 
the final stage of the master Operations Management & Logistics at the Eindhoven University of 
Technology (TU/e). 

Dow is interested in how to allocate the production of different products, for the solution 
polyethylene (SP), to the different plants throughout Europe, located in Terneuzen (Netherlands), 
Schkopau (Germany) and Tarragona (Spain). The number of trains which are used in Terneuzen, 
Schkopau and Tarragona are three, one and two respectively. A train is used to produce goods in 
a number of arranged steps. A train is seen as the equivalent of a production line in discrete 
industries. Currently most products are produced using one or two trains. The trains are non
identical: not every train is capable of producing every product and the trains produce with 
different production rates. In the future, part of the demand for SP in Europe rnight be fulfilled 
from a plant which Dow is currently building in the Middle-East. 

As will be explained further in Section 2.4, Dow's production of SP operates in a capacitated, 
multi-echelon environment. Dow would like to know how capacity constraints influence the 
allocation of the different products by researching how investments at the different locations 
could influence the allocation of products to trains. Dow' s goal for this project is to research if the 
net profit made with SP can increase. The following problem statement has been answered in this 
research: 

Can the allocation of products to trains change, in such a way that the expected net profit 
made with SP increases? If needed through in vesting on current trains. 

The problem statement has been answered by answering the research questions presented below. 

1.2 Research questions 

For this project four research questions have been defined: 
1. Where and how much, of which product should be produced and packed? 
2. How can possible investments be identified in a multi product, multi-plant constrained 

environment? 
3. What would be the related benefits of implementing the solutions? In case of a lirnited 

budget: what should be the sequence of investments (first, second, etc.)? 
4. Should the product assortments at each location change and should the overall product 

assortment change? 
5. What is the influence of changes indemandan overalllevel as welland on a locallevel? 

In Section 2, a summarisation of the literature research is presented. For this research a case study 
has been conducted at Dow. Hence, in this research a single case is researched. According to van 
Aken et al. (2004), reflection on a single case can contribute in four ways to the existing 
li terature: 

1. As an innovation; something is discovered or developed within the project which is a 
potential innovative contribution to scientific literature. 

2. As an elaboration; often problem solving projects do not yield radically new solutions, 
they only yield elaborations of existing designs and theories. 

3. As verification; existing claimscan be confirmed or verified. 
4. As falsification; findings that contradiet claims in existing literature are presented. 
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Through reflecting, general descriptive knowledge in the form of technological rules (see Section 
1.4 and Figure 1.4-1) can be generated. This is only possible if the results from several cases are 
combined. The answers on the first, third and fourth research question are mostly interesting for 
Dow while the second and fifth research questions are also interesting from an academie point of 
view. 

The second question can be seen as an elaboration on the currently available literature and the 
effect of possible investments will be researched. The results will most likely not lead to radical 
new theories or solutions that can be used widely; however they can function as an elaboration on 
the currently available literature. 

Fluctuations on a locallevel havenotbeen researched before in a chemica! environment (as far as 
known by the author). Research will be conducted to investigate if a production process with 
higher flexibility is better capable of dealing with (local) demand changes. This study will will 
investigate if limited flexibility is the best solution. Furthermore, research question 4 can function 
as verification or falsification of the ideas presented by Jordan and Graves (1995), who state that 
limited flexibility yields most of the benefits of total flexibility. 

Dow does not need help with the actual planning on daily basis therefore this thesis focuses on a 
higher, more strategie level. Dow is interested in if the production of SP can be more profitable 
and if the profitability can increase further if investments are made. The project should research if 
the allocation of products to the different trains is optima!. 

1.3 Deliverables 

An overview of which products can be assigned to together to a train, the products are grouped 
together in product families (fora further elaboration see Section 3.3) 

A mathematica! model, which can deal with the different issues mentioned in Section 3.2. The 
analyses based on the results of the model should help answering the research question given 
earlier in this chapter. 

The developed model has been executed for different demand scenarios. Sensitivity analysis has 
been conducted to research how the results of the model change if the values for the input 
parameters change. The model should be developed with such a tooi and in such a way as to be 
used, given certain guidelines, by at least one employee within Dow when the project is finished. 

The developed model can also be used in other settings with similar characteristics. One could 
think about other companies or departments within Dow, which have considerable changeover or 
setup times between products, produce products at different locations on non-identical 
trainsllines, and have customers at different locations. Within the base plastics group of Dow, the 
production of Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE) and Polyethylene match with these 
characteristics. 

1.4 Research Methods: regulative and reflective cycle 

In this section, the reflective and the regulative cycle from van Aken (2004) will be described 
first. Developing prescriptive knowledge in the form of field-tested and grounded technological 
rul es can follow the reflective cycle as described by van Aken (2004 ), see Figure 1.4-1. The basis 
of the reflective cycle is a business problem solving activity, following the regulative cycle (see 
Figure 1.4-2). 

2 
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Choise of type of problem 

Choise of Case 

Reflection on Results 

Figure 1.4-1: The reflective cycle (from Van Aken et al., 2004, p. 21) 

For a case which is chosen in the reflective cycle, the regulative cycle (Figure 1.4-2) gives a 
standard approach to solve the business problem. Aftera number of cycles (several cases), cross 
case analysis could generate general knowledge by removing the case specific elements from the 
results. Because this project will only deal with one case, the reflective cycle can only be 
completed if the results of this project are compared with similar studies. 

6) Evaluation 

1) Problem Mess 
Langeveld (2008) 

4) Salution and lmplementation 
design 

Chapter 5,6,7, and 8 

Figure 1.4-2: The regulative cycle (from Van Aken et al., 2004, p.l4) 

Other methods which describe how research could be done are available. Bertrand (2007), for 
example describes how a logistic control system can he developed by first making a conceptual 
design foliowed by a detailed design which is then foliowed by an integration phase. The reasoos 
for working with the cycles as described by van Aken (2004) are threefold: first, the methods 
clearly describe how a case study can contribute to literature; secondly, the metbod gives the 
researcher freedom to choose how and in what order the mathematica! model can be developed; 
finally, the metbod clearly describes which steps can be made between implementing and 
evaluating a solution for the original problem. 

In this research Dow already described most of the 'problem mess' (see Langeveld 2008), the 
problem definition is given in this chapter, the project approach (what model will be developed) 
will be described in Chpater 4. Chapter 3 of this thesis describes the problem analysis. The 
solution design will be discussed in Chapter 5, 6, and 7. Chapter 8 will describe the 
implementation design. The final implementation and evaluation of the solution will oot be done 
in this research. 
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The research methods as described by van Aken (2004) have been used throughout this project. A 
literature study (see Chapter 2) has been conducted to ensure that the research is theory based, 
and to research if starting points exists for the design phase. Another important reason for 
conducting a literature study is to investigate how this project can add to the currently knowledge 
available in the literature. The developed model is an elaboration on the models available 
literature because the combination of different characteristics (e.g. investments in existing plants, 
multi-product, multi plant, and transport costs) have not, as far as known by the author, been 
researched in, for a chemica! environment before, in an academie context. The model can easily 
be adapted, in the event that projects have to deal with the same characteristics to the once 
described in this research. Furthermore, the research is, as far as known by the author, the first in 
this context, which researches the effect of local demand changes. 

A Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model has been developed. The outputs of the 
model have been analysed using the values for the different variables/parameters which are 
specific for Dow. The model has been runfora single and for multiple periods. The results of the 
model help to make decisions about which product to allocate to which trains. The model wil! 
doesnothave to be used for daily (operational) planning. 

Sensitivity analysis has been conducted by changing the margin between the sales price and the 
production costs and by changing the transport costs, to research how far the values of the input 
parameters can stretch without the optimum solution changes Furthermore, different demand 
scenarios are analysed to research how the optima! solution of the model is affected if demand 
fluctuates on a local level. This was investigated by increasing or decreasing the demand in 
certain areas within Europe. 

1.5 Company description Dow 

Dow was founded in 1897 in the United States and is currently a worldwide producer of mainly 
chemica!, plastic, and agricultural products. The annual sales are over $54 hiliion in 2007 and 
Dow has over 46,000 employees worldwide. Dow's customers are located in over 160 countries. 

Dow announced to form a new 50/50 joint venture with the Petrochemical Industries Company, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of the Kuwait Petrochemieals Corporation (KPC). The goal is to create 
a global petrochemical giant and an industry leader in polyolefins. Although the details of this 
subsidiary are not known yet, it is almost certain that the production of solution polyethylene (SP) 
will be in this new subsidiary. 

This research focuses on the production and transportation of SP within Europe. SP is part of the 
basic plastic groups. Dow's main competitors which are active in this market are; ExxonMobil, 
Ineos, Chevron Phillips, SABIC/DSM, and Sinopec. The main SP-products that Dow produces 
are; fiber grade resins, ultra low density polyethylene resins, high density polyethylene resins, 
linear density polyethylene resins, polyethylene resins, and enhanced polyethylene resins. These 
products are further manufactured in a variety of products, such as medica! drapes and gowns, 
plastic bags, artificial grass and food packaging. 

1.6 Process description 

This Section describes the main steps of the production process of polyethylene at all trains of 
Dow. The different steps of the production process can be found in Figure 1.6-1 and will be 
discussed briefly below the figure. 

4 
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Figure 1.6-1 : Simplified basic process for polyethylene production process 

Material Handling/ 
Packaging 

The reaction is conducted in a liquid carrier ('Loop Reactor Exchangers' in Figure 1.6-1). 
Ethylene and co-monomers such as butane, hexane, or octane are dissolved in the solvent. A 
catalyst is injected into the reactor. As the reaction takes place, large amounts of heat are 
generated because the polymerization of ethylene is highly exothermic. Following the 
polymerization the product is post heated and the catalyst is deactivated. Next, the polyethylene is 
separated from the solvent by either flashing or devolatilisation. The recovered solvent is 
condensed, purified and recycled to enter the process again. Finally, the polyethylene is 
pelletised. 

Polyethylene is a polymer of ethylene, a co-monomer, and hydrogen. A wide variety of 
polyethylene types exist in the industry. Density is the most common characteristic to classify 
these different types (for example, high density and low density polyethylene). Another important 
characteristic of polyethylene is the melt index. Melt index is a measure of the ease with which 
the polyethylene will flow under pressure and is especially important to fabricators who must 
force polyethylene into moulds or through dies. The melt index can, for case of simplicity, be 
seen as the opposite of the viscosity. Dow is capable of makinga large range of melt indexes. 

At the pressure and temperature conditions in the reactors at Dow, a catalyst is required to cause 
any reaction to take place. The physical proportions of the polyethylene produced by this process 
are a direct result of its linear molecular structure provided by the catalyst which is used. The 
catalyst causes the individual ethylene molecules to combine into a larger, very uniform linear 
molecule. 

Figure 1.6-2 gives a simplified overview of the different locations and trains at Dow in Europe 
which are used for producing bulk SP. In Terneuzen there are three trains, the first two are very 
sirnilar. Train 1 in Terneuzen can, however currently use only octene as feedstock. Train number 
3 produces has a higher production rate and a double loop. Because train 3 in Terneuzen and the 
train in Schkopau are the only trains that have double loops, all Elite products are produced on 
either of these trains. Tarragona has two trains that are used to produce SP, train 2 and 3 (train 
number I in Tarragona is not used for producing SP). 

After the (bulk) product is stored in silos it will either be sold immediately or packed to be sold 
(see Figure 3.1-1). 

5 
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Tarragona Terneuzen 

I I I I 
Raw Materials Raw Materials 

RL I 
Materials Raw Matenals Raw Matenals Raw Matenals 

$ 
Bulk 

Figure 1.6-2: Overview production locations and trains at Dow 

1.7 Current allocation and production planning 

Because the allocation of products to trains is researched, first the current way of allocating and 
production planning will be described. Products are currently allocated to each of the trains based 
on the production process and experience. The different production constraints (e.g. which line is 
capable of producing which products) must be kept in rnind when the allocation is made. The 
simplified process of production planning is shown in Figure 1. 7-1. 

Sales Forecasts 

Ioventory Levels 

Montly Sales Forecasts 

Production Rates 

Ioventory Levels 

Known Orders 

Actual Production Rates 

Figure 1. 7-1 : Process of production planning 
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In the beginning of each year, the sales department tries to get an overview of the quantity of 
products that each customer wants to order during the upcoming year. The goal is to get the best 
possible indication of how many tonnes of each product each customer is going to order in the 
upcoming year. Most customers order products for several locations. Based on these sales 
forecasts a production planning is made for the upcoming year. Depending on the actual orders, 
production and inventory from the month before the planning is adapted every month. Every 
month, the European planner plans how much of each product should be produced at various 
locations in the upcoming month. The allocation of products to trains is decided by the product 
director and the European planner. Together with the other memhers of the Value Centre 
Management Team (VCMT) they also decide on which new products need to be qualified on 
which trains (for an elaboration see Section 3.2). A planner on each location changes this 
planning on a daily basis in a production schedule based on actual orders and production rates. 

Generally Dow follows the policy to have only cycle stock and not to keep any safety stock. 
Because the period of one month is relatively long and demand for the different products is 
stable, high service levels can be obtained without having any safety stock. Also, Dow does not 
accept all orders because the overall demand for products is generally higher than the production 
capacity. 

1.8 Structure of the thesis 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows; Chapter 2 is summarisation of the literature study 
which was conducted. In Chapter 3 the problem analysis is given. The development of the model 
is described in Chapter 4 as well as the problem delineation. Next, Chapter 5 discusses the 
assumptions that are made for the model and further describes the mathematica! model. Chapter 5 
is proceeded by the description of a casestudy, the results and the validation of the model for the 
case study will be presented in Chapter 6. Sensitivity analysis and demand scenarios are 
conducted for the case study, the results can also be found in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 describes the 
conclusions, recommendations, implementation guidelines, and areas for further research and 
Finally Chapter 8 describes the implementation design. 

If the reader is not familiar with certain terminology used in this thesis please see the definitions 
(pg. - 1 -). Besides the most important terminology, the reading guide also gives an overview of 
all symbols (pg.- 3 -) and abbreviations (pg.- 6 -) used throughout the thesis. Finally, the Table 
offigures can be found in the reading guide (pg. - 7 -). 
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2 Literature Review 

This section is largely based on Langeveld (2008). The steps that were executed during the 
literature review can be found in Cooper and Schindler (2003). The goals of the section are to 
create context for the rest of this thesis and describe (part of) the literature available. 

2.1 Introduetion process industries 

The APICS (American Production and Inventory Control society) definition (Wallace, 1984) of 
process industries is: 

"Process industries are businesses that add value to materials by mixing, separating, 
forming or chemica[ reactions. Processes may be either continuous or batch and 
generally require rigid process control and high capita[ investment." 

Research bas traditionally paid little attention to the process industries, while the process 
industries account for a considerable portion of GDP in many countries. In the Dutch chemica! 
and food processing industry 280,000 employees realise an added value of €20 billion each year, 
which is about 10% of GDP in The Netherlands 1• The process in dustry together with the 
'maakindustrie' are responsible for 70% of the Dutch export2

. 

Usually two phases can be distinguished in the process industry; the process phase and the 
packaging phase. If possible the scheduling of these phases should be treated separately. 
According to Van Dam et al. (1993), the packaging phase can only be schedu1ed separately from 
the process phase if the stock between both phases is large enough. 

Taylor et al. (1981) described the differences between process and discrete industries. Products 
arenotdiscrete if they are inseparable from each other (like oil and beverages), or if the products 
are simple and produced in very large quantities such that it does not make sense to distinguish 
the products individually (like cans or botties for beverages) (Fransoo and Rutten, 1993). 

In Table 2.1-1, based on Taylor et al. (1981), Fransoo and Rutten (1993) and Ashayeri et al. 
(1996), the major characteristics of the process industriescan be found. Dow's production of the 
SP has many characteristics which are typical for the process industries. These can also be found 
in the Table 2.1-1. Below the table a brief description is given, to elaborate on why the 
characteristics are (not) applicable to Dow. 

Tab1 2 1 I P oc s . d t . h "ti •• 1· bi ' t D (SP) 

P1·on•ss hul u st rit•s charactt•rist Ït's • \pplkahk" to Do\\ 
(SP) 

Small product differentiation Partly 
Non-discrete units Yes 
Small number of production steps Yes 
Production of by- and co-products No 
Total batch needs to be scrapped when quality is No 
poor 
Produce on stock Yes 
Capita! intensive Yes 
Long lead times to increase capacity Yes 
High need for high equipment utilization Yes 

1 Berendschot , juni 2004, SWOT-ana1yse voor de industriebrief. 
2 Berendschot, oktober 2004, Industriebrief; hart voor de industrie. 
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V ariabie quality of raw materials No 
High transportation costs Partly 
Low flexibility Partly 
High changeover times and volumes Yes 
Low WorkIn Process (WIP) Yes 

Dow produces over 55 bulk grades of SP-products and these products require one or two 
production loops. While products can have very similar characteristics, large differences between 
products also exist. Dow produces products in non-discrete units. Furthermore, the number of 
production steps is small ( often a combination of heating, mixing, stirring and compressing) as 
can be seen in Figure 1.6-1. 

In the production process of SP, Dow hardly produces by or co-products, because no other 
products are produced when 'prime product' is produced. However, off grade is produced if a 
changeover takes place. Most of the time, these products are mixed with the produced products, 
sold as off graded products, or recycled. Moreover, if the quality of a batch is poor, the batch will 
be 'off graded'. Entire batches are always soldas off grade and never scrapped. Matenals which 
feit on the floor are considered as 'scrapped material' and are sold separately. All products are 
made to stock. 

The investment costs in a new production facility are very high and Dow's industry is capita! 
intensive. Several years are needed to increase capacity by building a new plant, increasing 
flexibility or capacity through investing in current plants generally takes less time. Because the 
costs of equipment are so high, high utilizations are needed. SP is therefore produced 24-7 in 
three shifts, every day of the year. 

Dow has strict specifications for the raw materials that are used to produce SP and the quality of 
these matenals is relatively constant. The expectation is that the raw matenals used in Europe to 
produce sp3 will not change in the upcoming years. 

The transport costs for SP are not very high; these costs are approximately 5% of the total costs. 
One should note, however, that the transport costs are the largest part of the costs; this can be 
influenced by the planning, because the production costs are 95% of the total costs (see Section 
6.4). The production costs are only the costs of producing and these consists of the cost of raw 
material and the costs of running the trains (transport, handling and inventory costs are not 
included). Most products are currently produced on one or two trains, and there is a back-up 
option for a number of products on another train. Dow produces high volumes and changeover 
times can be considerable. The changeover times vary between different products. Because the 
number of production steps is low, no intermediate stock is held and products are made-to-stock, 
the WIP is low. 

2.2 Classification of different process industries 

The process industries cover a wide range of businesses; from relatively smal! batch industries 
(i.e. pharmaceutical products), to large batch industries (i .e. steel production), to very large 
continuous facilities (i.e. petrochemical industries). APICS (American Production and Inventory 
Control Society) defines (Connor, 1986) batch/mix as: 

"A process business which primarily schedules short production runs of products. " 

Process !Flow is defined by Connor (1986) as: 

3 It is interesting to note that Dow is currently researching if a plant in Brazit can be build to produce SP 
from sugar canes. 
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"A manufacturer who produces with minimal interruptions in any one production run or 
between production runs of products which exhibit process characteristics such a liquids, 
fibres, powders, gases. " 

The above mentioned processes are often only efficient if large installations are used and these 
installations are often very expensive. If large quantities are needed, continuous production and 
therefore higher investments are justified; however, if the demand is lower, high investments are 
not justified and batchwise production is used (Fransoo and Rutten, 1993). Dow production 
process of SP has many characteristics similar to processlflow. Dow is continuously producing 
batches. 

2.3 Grouping products into families 

If a large number of products needs to be included in a mathematica! model and one wants to 
include all theoretica! possible changeovers, the calculating time of the model becomes often too 
large. DOW produces over 55 products, which would lead to very large computation times if all 
possible changeovers would be included (see Section 4.2). The main difficulty sits in the number 
of discrete variables that are needed for a valid representation of the model. Do to this, MILP 
approaches may require exponential computation times and may even fail finding a feasible 
solution (Pyke and Reklaits, 1998). 

If it a feasible solution exist a feasible solutions several alternatives are available to reduce the 
calculating time: 

1. Heuristics: can not guarantee the quality of the result (Rubin and Ragaz ( 1995), Lukac et 
al. (2006)). 

2. Combining Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) with Mixed Integer Linear 
Programming (MILP) methods (Jain and Grossman, 2001). 

3. Combining beuristics with mathematica! modelling (Harjunkoski and Grossman (2001), 
Roslöf et al. (2001)). 

The single-stage multi-item, lot-sizing problem with capacity constraints is referred to as the 
capacitated lot-sizing problem (CLSP). Capacitated lot-sizing problems are NP-hard (Aimado
Lobo et al., 2007), i.e. the problem can not be solved in polynomial time. 

An often used approach in literature to reduce the computational time (e.g. Ahmed and Sahinidis 
(2008), Ashayeri et al. (2006), and Almado-Lobo et al. (2007)) is grouping products into families. 
Grouping the products into families can significantly reduce the number of binary variables. The 
changeover times of products that belong to the same family are often Iow, compared to the 
changeover times between families. 

2.4 Charaderistics production process 

Capacity investments in existing plants have been researched to investigate how these will 
influence a number of constraints (e.g. capacity restrictions). These investments could for 
example increase the flexibility of the production process. Increasing flexibility may for example 
decrease travel costs and travel time. Furthermore, increasing flexibility likely enables Dow to 
better anticipate on any unforeseen events. 

Gerwin (1993) describes a wide range of 'flexibilities'. For this project mix flexibility is the most 
relevant, volume flexibility is also included, the other 'flexibilities' deal with issues which are not 
directly applicable for this project. Jordan and Graves (1995) emphasise that one should often not 
think about flexibility in discrete terms. Besides no flexibility ( every product can be produced on 
only one train) and total flexibility (every product can be produced on every train) many 
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intermediate forms of flexibility are possible. For example every product can be produced on two 
trains. Jordan and Graves (1995) show that limited flexibility (every product can be producedon 
two trains) yields most of the benefits of total flexibility. The concept of limited versus total 
flexibility is illustrated in Figure 2.4-1. Acquiring limited flexibility is often significantly cheaper 
than acquiring total flexibly. Limited flexibility bas the greatest benefits when a 'chaining 
concept' is used. The chaining concept means that a circuit is made and every production unit bas 
at least one back-up. lf one chain can be made, this will outperform more different chains. 

Produels 

Limiled Flexibity: 
6 links added 

Trains Produels 

Tolal Flexibity: 
30 links added 

Trains 

Figure 2.4-1: Limited flexibility versus full flexibility (based on Jordan and Graves, 1995, p.581) 

The production process is multi-echelon (production and packaging), multi-plant, and multi
product Moreover, the demand can either be assumed to be deterministic or stochastic. 

All the characteristics and a brief description can be found in Table 2.4-1 and they are described 
in the same order as in Table 2.5-1. The relation of each of the characteristics to the problem at 
Dow is discussed in Langeveld (2008). 

Table 2.4-1: Characteristics research 

( 'h.tr.tctcri st i es lksc1ipt1llll 
Capacity lnvestments Do the articles research investment opportunities in 

existin2 plants? 
Capacity Restrictions Are capacity restrictions (e.g. inventory, storage, 

packaging) explicitly taken into consideration? 
Mix Flexibility Is the flexibility of producing different products (or 

product families) and switching between these products 
explicitly considered? 

Volume Flexibility Is flexibility regarding production quantities explicitly 
considered? 
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Multi Product Do (the models in) the articles deal with one or more 
products? 

Multi Plants Do (the models in) the articles assume one production 
plant or more? And is the number of plants fixed or a 
decision variable? 

Multi Echelon Does the artiele deal with a single echelon or multi-
echelon. 

Deterministic/Stochastic Is an underlying assumption of the model that the 
demand is deterministic or stochastic? 

Inventory at 3rd parties Is all inventory held by the company, or are part of the 
(final or intermediate) products stored by 3rd parties? If 
Table 2.5-1 states 'optional' in this column, part of the 
final inventory can be storedat an extemal party. 

Sub contracting to 3rd Are products partly processed by third parties before 
parties being shipped to customers? 
Transport Times Does the artiele take transport times to customers in 

consideration? 
Transport Costs Does the artiele take transport costs to customers in 

consideration? 

2.5 Conclusions literature study 

In Table 2.5-1, the coverage by the different articles of the main characteristics, which are 
applicable for this research, can be found. 

The presented artieles, dealing with capacity investments, can be divided into two groups. Those 
articles which research investments in new production plantsin new locations (Jones et al. 1996, 
Klose 1998) research the investment decision for one or more new production plants and do not 
research investments in existing production plants. Consequently, in their research they do not 
consider production constraints on the current location. Furthermore, they are free to choose the 
location and the number of production locations to open. Only two of the presented articles deal 
with capacity investments in current plants (Cochran and Marquez-Uribe, 2005) and (Harrison 
and van Mieghem, 1999). This last artiele assumes that the production capacity can easily be 
increased and decreased. For Dow this is not the case, because it the business is capita! intensive 
and increasing capacity costs a lot of time and money. 

Articles which are especially about lot sizes generally do not take flexibility or capacity 
investments into consideration (e.g. Sambasivan and Yahya (2005), Timpe and Kallrath (1999)). 
All articles are dealing with multiple products, and most (16 out of 18) artieles inelude multiple 
plants. Multiple echelons are researched in half of the artieles. 

Two articles take sub-contracting to third parties into consideration (Timpe and Kallrath (1999), 
Jolayemi and Olorunniwi (2003)). The articles from Boyer and Leong (1996), Jordan and Graves 
(1995) and the chapter from Betrand (2003), which are all mainly about flexibility do nottake 
investment in the existing plants, transport costs and times or, sub-contracting into consideration. 
Jordan and Graves (1995) show that limited flexibility yield most of the benefits from full 
flexibility. 

Finally, mostarticles assume deterministic demand (13 out of 18), and all the articles look only at 
demand on an aggregate level (overall demand). None of the found articles research how 
changing demand on a local level may influence allocation, production or investment decisions. 
As stated before and can be seen in Table 2.5-1, none of the articles have exactly the same 
characteristics as this research. 
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Table 2.5-1: Overview of literature 

Authors 
Capacity lnvestements Capacity 

Mix Flexibility 
Volume 

Multi-product Multi-Piants 
Multi- Deterministiel lnventory at 3rd Sub-contracting Transport 

(In existing plants) Restrictions Flexibility Echelon Stochastic parties to 3rd parties times 

Bertrand, 2003 No No Yes Yes Yes Single N.A. Both No No No 
Bonlill et al ., 2007 No Yes No No Yes Multi Multi Deterministic No No Yes 

Boyer and Leong, 1996 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Multi Single N.A. No No No 
Chen et al., 2007 No Yes No No Yes Mul ti Mul ti Deterministic No No Yes 

Christou et al. 2007 No Yes No No Yes Multi Single Determinstic No No No 
Cochran and Marquez 

Yes Yes Yes No Yes Single Single Stochastic No No No 
Uribe 2002 

Cohen and Moon, 1991 No Yes No No Yes Multi Muit i Deterministic No No No 

Gupta and Maranas, 2003 No Yes No Yes Yes Mul ti Muit i Stochast ie No No No 

Harrison and van 
Yes Yes No Yes Yes Mul ti Muit i Stochastic No No No 

Mieghem, 1999 
Jolayemi and Olorunniwo 

No Yes No No Yes Multi Single Determinstic Yes Yes No 
2003 

Jones et al., 1996 No Yes No No Yes Multi Single Determinstic No No No 
Jordon and Graves, 1995 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Mul ti Single Stochast ie No No No 

Klose, 2000 No Yes No No Yes Mul ti Multi Deterministe No No No 
Kulkarni , 2005 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Multi Multi Deterministic No No Yes 

Pathanadee and 
No No No No Yes Muit i Muit i Deterministic No No Yes 

Logendran, 2006 
Pirkul and Jayaraman 

No Yes No No Yes Mul ti Multi Deterministic No No No 
1998 

Sambavisan and Yahya, 
No Yes No No Yes Mul ti Single Deterministic No No No 

2005 

Timpe and Kallrath, 2000 No Yes No No Yes Multi Single Deterministic No Yes Yes 

This Research Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Muit i Multi Deterministic Yes Yes Yes 
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3 Problem Analysis 

3.1 Problem description 

Dow is producing and packaging solution polyethylene (SP) in Terneuzen (Netherlands), 
Schkopau (Germany) and Tarragona (Spain). The bulk and packed product is storedon site and in 
nearby third party overflow warehouses. Some of these third parties also provide packaging 
services. Over 55 bulk grades exist, which can be packed and stored in bags stored before being 
on pallets. Each product can be sold as bulk or packed. 

In every production facility other products are also packed and produced. Only in Tarragona, 
these other products use partly the same facilities for the production and packaging as SP. For 
these other products the demand is increasing which can lead to a decreased capacity available for 
SP in Tarragona the corning years. 

After the product is produced, the bulk products are either stored or shipped directly to customers. 
Packaging and storage of packed products is currently done in three different ways; 

• Both packaging and storage of packed goods internally (Schkopau). 
• Both packaging and storage of packed goods externally (Terneuzen). 
• Packaging and storage of packed goods internally as well as externally (Tarragona). 

Currently, approximately 95% of the products are packed internally and 5% of the 
products are packed externally. 

lf product are packed and stored by third parties, the packaging and storing is done by companies 
that are located close to Dow's production facilities. Both the packed products and the bulk 
products are transported to customers (in Europe) by an external party. 

The expectation is that in the future part of the demand will be fulfilled from the Middle East 
because additional capacity is currently being built. The demand delivered from the Middle East 
is seen as imports of finished and if necessary packed products. A simplified version of the 
production, packaging and distri bution network structure for SP can be found in Figure 1.6-1. 

Figure 3.1-1: Simplified overview of Production and Packaging network structure for SP 
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3.2 Problem analysis 

This Section will give an overview of the different issues which play a role in the planning of the 
production of SP. The arrows in Figure 3.2-1 show that arelation exists between these different 
issues 

Figure 3.2-1: Different issues of production planning and allocation for SP 

The issues playing a role within the production planning and allocation of SP were identified after 
interviews with experts about: planning, inventory (control), handling products, and the 
production process. The identified issues verified by discussing them with two people from 
supply chain improvement. First the boxes in the three grey striped large reetangles (Production, 
Inventory & Handling, and Demand) are described, next the miscellaneous boxed are described 
separately. 

Production: Dow produces at three locations on six non-identical trains in Europe with the trains 
differing with respect to production rate and products they can produce. Preferably only prime 
product is produced, however, more produces are produced on each train and changeovers are 
needed between the different products. During these changeovers off graded products are almost 
always produced and these products are sold for a lower price. The profits made (per tonne sold) 
for offgrade products are at least % lower compared to the profits made on any regular 
products. If products are produced at more different locations, the number of changeovers needed 
to produce all these products is higher. 
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Dow's goal is to produce 24-7, every day during the year. Because of breakdowns of trains and 
planned maintenance the production time is never 100% in a year. Naturally, Dow has to ensure 
that demand exists for the products which are produced. As explained earlier, part of the demand 
might be fulfilled from the Middle-East in the future; the expectation is that the price of raw 
materials is lower in the Middle East, because the plant is located near the supplier. 

Many products can not be produced on every train for variety of reasons. For example certain 
additives can not be included on certain trains. Furthermore, to ensure that quality of the products 
is within the right specifications a minimum run length is needed to stabilise the chemica! 
process. The minimum run length is also needed for temporary starage restrictions, which will not 
be discussed in this thesis. A maximum run length is not needed. 

Inventory & Handling: 
Dow has a number of silos and warehouses where they can store bulk product and packed 
products. The intemal silos are either owned by Dow or long-lasting contracts (10 years) are 
signed with extemal parties. Different bulk products can not be stored tagether in one silo and 
because siloscan not always be full, the silosperfarm with certain efficiency. 

When all intemal silos andlor warehouses are full, Dow has the opportunity to rent silos or 
warehouses at extemal parties. The rental costs of silos and warehouses at extemal parties are 
always higher than the costs of intemal warehouses or si los. These silos are rented for a period of 
one month and are only rented if needed. The handling costs are dependent on: the production 
location, if the product is packed or not, and if the product is stored intemally or extemally. 
Extemal parties also perfarm packaging services for Dow. 

Demand: Dow has contracts with several customers, for a specified quantity of products which it 
should deliver. For the largest part of the demand no fixed contracts exist. While demand can 
fluctuate on alocal and a overall level, the demand is relatively stabie and the overall demand for 
products has steadily increased in the past five years. 

Flexibility: If products are produced on more trains, flexibility is higher compared to the situation 
where each product is produced on only one train. Transports costs might decrease if the product 
can more often be delivered from the ciosest production location. If products are produced on 
more different trains, more options exist for dealing with an unforeseen event. For example: the 
product can still be produced if a train breaks down. Investments might be needed to increase 
flexibility. 

Investments: Investments can be made to increase flexibility of production as this allows 
products to be made on a greater number of trains. These investments consist of two parts. First, 
the 'hardware investments' are investments in machinery because a line is currently not capable 
of producing a certain product. Secondly a product needs to be qualified (e.g. the specifications of 
the product have to be within given specification) twice on a train before the product can be sold. 
For some products the correct hardware is already available and only the qualification 
investments need to be made. Furthermore, investments could be made to increase the capacity of 
the intemal warehouses and or silos. Naturally, other investments are possible, however these will 
not be considered in this research. 

Transport Costs: The products are transported to customers by ship, train, truck or any 
combination of these three. Packed products can go in normal truck while bulk products need to 
be transported in specialised trucks. The customer generally pays for the product including the 
shipment to their location. Dow does not transport any products themselves as all transport is 
done by specialised third parties (carriers). 
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Price Negotiations: Generally speaking, if demand for a commodity increases, prices increase 
and if demand drops prices decrease. In normal econornical models prices for a given commodity 
also increase if supply decreases (or prices decrease if demand increases). Dow is however 
always producing at maximum capacity and therefore the overall production is not flexible. 
Flexibility exists if looking at a product level. Prices at Dow are dependent on other aspects than 
the supply and demand. Recently prices have increased significantly (>40% in the last year) as a 
consequence of the increased price of raw materials. The actual prices are dependent on many 
other factors, such as size of the order, exchange rate between the euro and the (US) dollar, and 
the delivering locations. 

A number of issues are described that are closely related to the production of SP. If deciding upon 
the production planning and allocation of SP ideally all issues are considered. The current 
planning and allocation is largely based on the productions constraints and knowledge about the 
different aspects related to producing SP. Dow is interested to see what the results are if a 
quantitative approach is used to analyse the production planning and allocation of SP, including 
most of the different issues mentioned above. 

In the next paragraph the issues assumed to be given (i.e. arenotopen for discussion) are listed 
and discussed. 

3.3 Problem delineation and assumptions 

Several issues which are outside the scope of this project will first be given and than discussed. 
These issues can roughly be divided in five different groups: Production, Inventorv and 
Handling, Transport, Packaging, and Demand. See Figure 3.3-1 (a simplified version of Figure 
3.1-1) for how these different aspects are related to the production process. 

I= lnternal 
E= Extemal 

Figure 3.3-1: Assumptions related to production process 
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A number of assumptions have been made regarding the production of SP: the production costs 
mainly consist of the cost of raw material, human resources and energy. The production costs 
depend on the efficiency of production process. The efficiency and the amount of raw material 
are generally equal at each location. The costs of human resources and energy at Dow are 
relatively small compared to the costs of raw material small (over 20 times lower) and the actual 
differences in production costs are unknown within Dow. If the actual differences are large (for 
example the price differences increase in the future), the expectation is that the optimum 
allocation can differ from the allocation given with the model. The assumption is made that 
production costs for every product are independent of the train on which they are produced. 

Because of the large share of total costs are caused by raw material the supply of raw material is 
likely an important topic, the assumption is however that unlirnited raw materials are available. 
Oil is the largest share of the raw materials used by Dow and during the last years the price of oil 
has significantly increased. To make sure profit is made Dow increased the price of all its 
products. If the price of raw material would increase and Dow can not increase the prices of their 
products the net profit made will decrease (see Section 6.8 for the sensitivity analysis). 

Furthermore, all production costs are the same in every period per product. Changes in production 
costs are very hard to predict. The costs of raw material ( oil) that are likely to change most are 
also the largest share of production costs. These costs will increase with the same amount for 
each location. If production costs increase the production planning and allocation might change. 
As stated before, sensitivity analysis has been conducted to see how robust the different solutions 
are to changes in production margin (e.g. sales price- production costs). 

The quality of product is independent of the train on which it is produced. Consequently 
customers can be delivered from any production location. Customers order products which 
specifications should be within a certain range. Each train which produces a certain product 
should be able to deliver the product with the right specifications. If customers could choose the 
production location which should deliver to them, the problem would become more complex 
because many extra binary variables would be included. Furthermore, a situation where 
customers can decide from which product locations they want to bedelivered is undesirable for 
Dow. In that case Dow would lose a part their production flexibility . 

Dow's policy is always to produce with maximum production rateon each train. The assumption 
is that all trains will produce with maximum production rate, all the time if possible. If the 
demand for the normal products is lower than the production, Dow will decrease its prices, keep 
more inventory or produce products with a lower margin which can always be sold. 

In the future part of the demand in Europe willlikely bedelivered from a plant that is currently 
being built in the Middle-East. These future imports from the Middle East will be seen as an 
'extra train' that produces certain products for the European market In one of the scenarios 
presented in Section 6.6, the effect of imports from the Middle-East will be researched. For the 
investments Dow should consider that the Middle-East rnight fulfil part of the future demand in 
Europe and therefore the demand for (certain) products that needs to be fulfilled in Europe will 
decrease. Within Europe, only the current production locations are considered, investment 
opportunities for building new, or taking over, production facilities from other companies are not 
researched. If Dow would build or buy a new production facility, the results of the model need to 
be revised as the new location can be added relatively easily in the model. The transport costs to 
the different customer areas would need to be obtained. 

Two assumptions are made regarding the packaging of products for SP: first, the packaging time 
and packaging capacity are not considered. Products are not packed and repacked ('debagged'). 
Enough packaging capacity exists on every location. Moreover, all packaging can be done fast 
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enough to ensure that the products are delivered on time. Although in exceptional cases 
debagging has occurred in the past, officially no packing, unpacking and repacking is allowed. 
The reason for debagging products is most of the time to decrease inventory costs, the products 
are bagged to prevent that the bulk inventory has to be stored extemally. 

The second assumption is that no difference is made between internal and external packaging 
costs. In Terneuzen all products are packed externally, in Schkopau all products are packed 
internally and in Tarragona 95% of the products is packed intemally. The 5 % which is packed 
extemally costs 10% more and is packed extemally because the products can not be packed 
intemally. The costs for packaging are therefore almost independent onthefact if the products are 
packed internally or externally. The effect of not including the differences are expected to be 
small, packaging in Tarragona would become would become more costly for certain products and 
therefore (slightly) less attractive. 

Looking at the demand of Dow, five different assumptions are made: firstly, demand is known 
and the demand is equally spread throughout each period and throughout the year. In the model 
the demand will be seen as given. Demand scenarios will be conducted to see how the model is 
influenced is the actual demand is different than expected, or if demand is changing in the future. 
The model furthermore has the option to include safety stocks. Although the demand rnight not 
have a homogenous distribution throughout the month or the year, this stochasticity will not be 
included in the model. Dow can often shift demand slightly to equalise demand throughout the 
period. If the demand changes considerably during a year, the results of the model should be re
evaluated. 

Secondly, the planning period and the cycle length are fixed. The cycle length and planning 
period are fixed at a month. All Dow's customers and employees are used to this system. 
Customers for example know at what moment they need to order to ensure products are delivered 
in the next month. The month is embodied in the way customers order and way that Dow plans 
and schedules production currently. Dow researched what the optima! cycle is, and although the 
optimum cycle is in general slightly longer than one month, Dow decided to keep the cycle at one 
month for the reasons mentioned above. 

The type of offgrade that is produced and its quality (even if the exact changeover is known) are 
very hard to predict. Even if the product characteristics are known the price would be hard to 
predict. Therefore, the assumption is that the sales prices for off grade are independent of the kind 
of off grade produced and an average price is taken. 

The fourth assumption related to demand is that backorders are not included in the system. If a 
customer order can not be fulfilled in the requested period the order will be lost. lf Dow decides 
not to fulfil certain demand from customers, the customer will either drop the order at Dow, or re
order the product in the next period. Only if an order is accepted and can not be fulfilled because 
of an unforeseen event (e.g. unplanned shutdown of a train) will the product will bedelivered to 
the customer later. Dow also has the option to accept only part of an order. 

The final assumption is that no different sales prices exist for different customers. The sales price 
depends on many factors, such as size of the order, delivering locations, kind of relation and 
negotiations. The average sales prices have been taken for each customer. If the different prices 
would be included in the model, the model would be better capable of deciding which products 
should bedelivered to which customers if a choice has to be made. 

Three assumptions are made that are related to the transportation: the first assumption is that the 
relation between transport costs and amount of tonnes transported is linear. A large part of the 
transport is maximum truck load (e.g. the truck is loaded maximum either because it is full or 
because it the loading is equal to the maximum weight). Many countries have a maximum weight 
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which trucks can have and prohibit heavier trucks in their country. Given the product 
characteristics, the weight restrictions of the transport are the lirniting factor of the number of 
tonnes which can be transported. The transportation costs are therefore independent of the 
product produced because the differences between certain product characteristics (for example 
product density) do not influence the transport costs. The transport costs, from product location A 
to customer location B can be seen as a linear relation between costs and the number of tonnes 
being produced (multiplied by a constant). This has been validated by transhipment costs from 
the past. If in the future the transport will not be full truck load, the actual transport costs will be 
higher than the costs estimated by the model. The model includes the differences between bulk 
and packed products in the transportation costs, because different types of trucks are needed. 

Moreover, the transportation time and transport capacity are not considered. The transportation 
time is not considered because the delivering time is normally not an issue. Customers order 
products often two weeks before the product is needed and figures from the past have shown that, 
these two weeks give Dow generally enough time to both pack and transport the product. The 
results of the model will be checked to see if enough transport capacity is available for the 
solution found. 

Finally (regarding the transport costs), are the difference in transport costs from external storage 
(since they are so close to the internal storage) to the different customer locations are ignored. 

Two assumptions are made regarding inventory and handling. Handling capacity is not 
considered because enough capacity is available. The storage efficiency indicates what the 
efficiency is of the silos and warehouses which are used. Because only one product can be stored 
in a silo and the demand per customer is lower than a silo, the silo is almost never 100% filled. To 
model the inventory level in each silo would be very complex in the MILP model. Furthermore 
no need exists for modelling the exact levels in each silo to answer the research questions defined 
in Section 1.2. Data show that using an average fill rate will give a very good indication of the 
inventory and of the number of silos which are needed. If the actual storage efficiency would be 
higher than storage efficiency used by the model, the inventory costs would decrease. 
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4 Introduetion Model 

Building a model is not the objective of this project; the model should help answering the 
research questions defined in Section 3. In order to give an answer to these questions, a 
mathematica! model bas been developed. 

4.1 Development of model 

A mixed integer linear programming (MILP) bas been developed. MILP is a modelling tooi 
which is typically used in solving constrained optimisation problems. MILP is widely used in a 
number of fields such as economics, engineering and production planning. MILP's are often used 
for optimising planning and scheduling problems, both in industry and literature (for examples 
see Chen et al. (2007), Jolayemi and Olorunniwo (2004), and Parthanadee and Logendran 
(2006)). The goal of MILPs is either to maximise or minimise a certain variable. For example in 
planning and scheduling the goal could be maximising profit, service, or utilisation or minimising 
costs, down time, or lost orders. During this research the objective of the MILP will be to 
maximise the net profit 

The simulation study could be valuable because the model used for a very large number of runs 
and situations. Furthermore, if estimation could be made for the distribution certain parameters, 
such as the length and the number of breakdowns, and the distribution of the demand these could 
be included. A simulation study could forthermore include actual inventory levels at each 
moment and can be run for a continuous time scale. 

The reasons for developing a rnathematic model instead of a simulation model are fourfold. 
Firstly, many researches use mathematical modelling for constrained optimisation probieros in the 
presented literature. Their results and roodelsforma good basis from which to start. Secondly, a 
mathematica! model could answer all the research questions defined. Thirdly, within Dow a tooi 
available (What's Best) which is relatively easily to understand and consequently the model can 
easily be used in the future. Finally, a large part of the data for mathematical model is available 
within Dow. Scenario and sensitivity analyses enables to research the effect if for example the 
demand is different than expected. 

Different scenarios (see Section 6.6) have been investigated to see what the effect is of for 
example higher or lower demand than forecasted. Several solutions have been compared by 
running each of them fora number of different scenarios with. Sensitivity analysis (see Section 
6.8) bas been conducted to investigate how the model is influenced by several (estimated) 
parameters, such as transport costs and sales price. 

The model includes possible investments and the different constraints can be used for probieros 
that have similar characteristics to the ones in this research. The model is made for a single and 
multi-period situation. The reason that the model was also developed for one month is that the 
solution times for one month are significantly lower. The model for multiple periods is run with a 
'flexible allocation' and with a 'fixed allocation' situation. In case of 'flexible allocation' of the 
product families to the trains, the allocation can change every period. While in the case of a 'fixed 
allocation', the allocation of the production families to the trains is the same in every period. The 
expectation is that the fixed allocation reduces the solution time of the model because less binary 
values are included in the model. 

The influence of the different constraints can be researched by including or excluding them from 
the general model. The costs and benefits of removing part of these constraints, by investing in 
flexibility can help in deciding what assets to invest in. The model bas been built in such a way 
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that the different investments can he included independently of each other, because the effect of 
the different (individual) investments can then easily he compared. Furthermore, the different 
possible investments can easily he prioritised. For example if three different investments are 
possible, all three of them should he able to he included separately or in any combination, into the 
model. This will enable Dow to prioritise different possible investments in the case of a limited 
budget. 

To eosure an easy implementation of the model a (simp Ie) implementation design has been made 
(step 4 in the regulative cycle, see Figure 1.4-2). Chapter 8.2 describes which parameters can 
easily he changed and extra parameters which could easily he added. 

The model has been built in 'What's Best'. 'What's Best' is developed by 'UNDO Systems lnc.' 
and is an add-in to Excel, which is specially developed to build and solve large scale, linear, non
linear and integer optimisation models4

. For a description of the calculations methods, settings 
chosen and options within 'What's Best' see Appendix A. 

One option which wil! he used in this thesis is the relative toleranee which a value, r, ranging 
form 0 to 1. Relative toleranee indicates to the branch-and-bound solver that it should only search 
for integer solutions at least 1 OO*r% better than the biggest integer solution so far. A major 
benefit of using a relative toleranee is that solution times can he tremendously improved. 
However, on the negative side, the final solutions obtained may not he the true optima! solution. 
The solution is however guaranteed within 100*r% of the true optimum on MILP's. The settings 
of r will he given throughout the thesis and the other settings will he kept constant (see Appendix 
A forthese values). 

4.2 Level of detail of the developed model 

This section will discuss what the level of detail of the developed models is. If a model has too 
much detail, it becomes unnecessary complex and more difficult to understand for others, while 
the quality of the output does not improve. However, if the model is not detailed enough, the 
model might notprovide the user with valid output. The level of detail has been deterrnined while 
keeping in mind the research questions that should he answered. Upcoming paragraphs will 
describe why decisions about including or excluding elements from the model are made. 

The model looks at a 'train level' and not at a 'locations' level of production. Large differences 
exist between the different trains, therefore it is necessary to model on a train level. The trains 
differ for example in the products they can produce and the production rate. Furthermore, 
investments, regarding production constraints which are removed, are made at a train level and 
not on a Iocation level. The trains are therefore modelled separately in the model, product 
families will he allocated to trains and not to locations. The model is more complex if built on a 
train level instead of a Iocation level. Because a Iarger number of binary variables are needed the 
computation time of the model will he Jonger. 

Changeover times are included in the model because they are a significant part of the time 
available for production (often between 5% and 10% of the total production time). Process 
industries often want to maximise the utilisation. Changeover times vary between different 
products; the changeover time between products with similar characteristics are Iower than those 
of products with different characteristics. During the changeovers off grade is produced and time 
to produce prime product is 'lost'. The profit margin on offgrade is Iower than on prime product. 
Including changeovers in the model increases the complexity of the model, therefore, extra binary 
variables need to he included. 

4 For more information about 'What's Best', the different solvers it uses, and 'LINDO Systems lnc. ', see: 
http://www .lindo.com/products/wb/wbm.htrnl. 
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Packaging casts are included in the model because the maximum inventory which can be held 
depends on the packaging variant. Moreover, the transport and holding casts are different 
between packed and unpacked product. The packaging casts also vary for the different locations. 
Handling casts are different between packed and unpacked products and they also depend on the 
starage options and the location. The model becomes larger by introducing packaging and 
handling casts, however the computational time is not increased significantly because no extra 
binary variables are introduced. The demand predictions will however, need to be made on a 
package level, which is harder than predictions on an overall level (e.g. bath bulk and packed 
products combined). 

The transport casts are included in the model because they depend largely on the lane. The 
differences in transport casts to a eertaio location can be over I 00%, dependent on the production 
locations from where the customer is served. The transport casts are the second largest part of all 
casts. 

The production sequence will be determined by the planners, because the planners are in the best 
position to do that. They can determine the exact sequence using the most accurate information. 
The planner is in contact with manufacturing and sales on a daily basis. The model can help, the 
European planner to decide which products to allocate to which production locations and how 
much of these products should be produced. If the optima! sequence had to be determined by the 
model the model would become more complex (many extra binary variables would need to be 
included), and consequently the computational time of the model would increase. 

The maximum number of times a train produces a product in a period is once. One exception to 
this rule exists in the production of SP: the intermediate product, which is produced if a 
changeover takes place between the hexene and the actene groups of products. This product can 
be produced twice in a period. lf products would be produced more than once in the month, the 
inventory level of the products could decrease. A downside to this would be that more 
changeovers would be needed which increase the period of producing off grade. 

Over 55 different products need to be included into the model. If all of these products are 
included separately and the different theoretica! possible changeovers need to be included in the 
model, the computational time of the model becomes too large. lf only the allocation problem 
would be considered the number of options with 55 products (i), can be calculated as followed: 

55 55! 

~ i!(55-i)! 

This would mean that for each train over a quadrillion ( 1015
) options are possible, which all need 

to be included as binary variables. Another reason for grouping products into product families is 
that the many changeover times, especially between products that differ substantially, are 
unknown. The best estimates of the changeover times are the changeover times of similar 
products. To solve this problem it was decided that on or more products are grouped into a 
product family and one ore more product families are grouped into a master family. All products 
within these families are assigned tagether to a train. Changeovers will occur as: (I) a 
consequence of minor changeovers (within the farnily), (2) changeovers between product 
families, and (3) changeovers between master families (see Figure 4.2-1) 
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Explanation Shapes: 

Figure 4.2-1: Products, product families, and 'master families' 

4.3 Validation of the model 

This Section describes the concepts verification and validation. Five different validities are 
described which have been be used and four different checks are described which can be made 
after the validation. 

Verification is to ensure that the calculations are performed as intended (Finley and Wilson, 
1997). Validation is testing the agreement between the behaviour of the model and the real 
system (Mihram 1972). Finlay and Wilson (1997) describe that not validating models can 
seriously bias the quality of the model. Consequently, the quality of the operations decisions, 
based on the outcomes of the model, can be of significantly lower quality. Validation becomes 
even more important if the model builder is different person than the model user (Finlay and 
Wilson, 1990). 

Finlay and Wilson (1997) give an extensive description of different kinds of validity as described 
in literature in the past. They describe that five types of validity will fully cover the different 
components of the model. For each of these different validities the questions main which should 
be answered are mentioned. 

1. Validity of the logica/ model: Does the model give a logica! output if extreme values are 
inputted? Are the figures in the right order of magnitude? 

2. Validity of the data model: Is the data accurate: does input data have systematic biases? 
Furthermore, is the data precise: are the given and deterrnined data appropriately exact? 

3. Validity of the interface: Is the model usabie by other people than the buil der? 
4. Validity of the system bui/der: Has the builder the right experience, education? Is the 

builder farniliar with the right jargon? Has the builder built sirnilar systems? 
5. General Validity: Is the model built model the correct tooi? How does the model perform 

if in reality sameinput are used? Is the model verified? 
Figure 4.3-1 gives an overview of how these different validities are related to each other. 
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Figure 4.3-1: Overview of the different va1idities (based on Finlay and Wilson, 1997, p.175) 

Finlay and Wilson (1997) describe four different checks which should be made after the 5 
different validities were checked. 

A. Reliability: Does the model give the same output when the initial conditions are the 
same? Especially important in simulation studies. 

B. Operational Validity: Does the model have enough value to tackle the problem for which 
it was built? Can it help with making decisions? 

C. Robustness: can the model also be used in different settings with similar characteristics? 
And how far can one stretch the values of the different parameters/variables without 
losing confidence in the results? 

D. Face validity: Do the results change as expected for changes in 'standard values'? 

For the model the five different questions which should be answered will briefly be discussed 
next. 

1. Validity of the logica/ model: If extreme values are entered the values of the model seem 
to be correct. To see if the calculations were performed as intended. The model has been 
run been run for over 15 different situations starting values for the parameters. 
Furthermore the model has been run for the following extreme situations. 

• Extreme increase in demand; the demand for one product is so large, that all 
production capacity could be used for only that product. Furthermore a extreme 
decrease in demand, no demand for any or a combination of the products. 

• Extreme increase or decrease in the margin between the sales price and the 
production costs. The profit margin of one or moreproductsis over five times as 
large as before. Furthermore an extreme decrease in margin was researched that 
no profit could be made on a combination of, or on all products. 

• Extreme increase and decrease in transport costs for several lanes and for all 
lanes. The increase was maximum 100% and the decrease maximum 50%. 

The outcomes of the model for the different situations and its underlying values were as 
expected. The mathematical relations between the different elements of the model are 
therefore likely to be correct. Moreover, the outcomes seemed to be in the right order of 
magnitude. 
The outcomes of the model have been discussed with several specialist within Dow: Frits 
van Eijk (planning), Peter Baltussen (transport costs and times), Niels van Sabben 
(inventory), and Frank Nijssen and Pieter Vasseur (specialist about the production 
process). The outcomes of the modeland the underlying relations seemed logical to all. 
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Finally, the model bas been run for 10 different starting positions of the different 
variables (check B), the outcome of the model was always the exact. This indicates that 
the starting values chosen for the variables do not influence the outcome of the model. 

2. Validity of the data model: The data seems to be accurate, as far as known by the author 
no systematically mistakes are made. The most recent information about e.g. sales prices, 
production costs, and travel costs bas been used. This data should be kept up to date if the 
model is used again in the future. One should especially be aware of the changing price 
of raw materials (oil). The precision of the data is good. Some data was given and some 
data had to be estimated. In both data mistakes are possible. The estimated data were all 
discussed with experts. 

3. Validity of the interface: Because the model is build in 'What's Best', which is Excel 
based, it should not be too hard for other users, who are familiar Excel, to use the model. 
An explanation about how the model was built, basic knowledge about MILP's and 
'What's Best' is likely needed. 

4. Validity of the system builder: Most likely a person will always be biased in reflecting 
themselves. The author of this thesis put effort in getting familiar with the jargon used 
within Dow and understands the basics about the production process. During bis 
education he leamed to build similar systems. These similar systems were significantly 
smaller and less complex. 

5. General Validity: The resulting allocation from the model bas notbeen tested in reality, 
this is also not possible. The model bas been verified to see if all underlying relations are 
correct. The underlying relations of each of the different costs and sales, as described in 
Table 6.4-2 have been checked. 

The four different validating checks will bedescribed next: 
A. Reliability: The model ' s outcome is independent of the initia} values chosen for the 

decision variables, over 15 runs were conducted with different values for the decision 
variables. 

B. Operational Validity: The outcomes of the model give clear indications were and how 
much should be produced were. Furthermore, the model can easily calculate what the 
benefits are of removing certain constraints. Dow could use these results to help deciding 
about allocation of product families to lines and investments. 

C. Robustness: The model can be used in different settings, one should note that the 
products are currently grouped into families which are grouped into master families, this 
might not be possible in other situations. However, if the number of products which is 
researched is lower and all changeover times are known the grouping might not be 
necessary. Checking the robustness of the model by stretching the values of different 
parameters will be discussed in Section 6.8. 

D. Face validity: The results change as expected for changes in standard values. 
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5 Mathematical Model and Assumptions 

This chapter describes the MILP model that has been developed. The results of the model will 
help to make a decision on a strategie level. As stated before, the model will not be used for daily 
(operational) planning. 

5.1 Definition of indices, parameters, and (decision) variables 

In Table 5.1-1 the indices used in the model can be found, Table 5.1-2 gives an overview of the 
used parameters. Table 5.1-3 and Table 5.1-4 show the variables and the decisions variables 
respecti vely. 

If the index i is equal to 0, this is not a regular product, but off grade. If the index p is equal to 

0, the product is not packed (yet), and therefore bulk. If the products are stored intemally, the 

index s = 0 . Furthermore, the sequence of indices is: 'l't.m ,s,q,g ,i,p,c ,t, where 'I' symbolises a 

parameter or a (decision) variab1e. MT is the abbreviation for Metric Tonne, which is 1000kg. 

CPJ1.i,p 

c~.c. p 

D. t,p,c,t 

in €/MT 

at 

location l to customer 1ocation c 
Demand for product i in packaging variant p from 

customer location c in t 
Maximum intemal inventory capacity available at 
location l for inventory in packaging variant p 

Is a large positive number that exceeds the maximum 

value for any TPm,i,t in period t 

€/MT 

€/MT 

€/MT 

MT 

MT 

l/1 
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Minimum overall service level; minimum fraction of 
demand delivered directly from stock in period t 
Production rate of product i at production train m 

Efficiency of the demand storage at production location 
l in packaging variant p at storage possibility s 

Sales price for product i in packaging variant p 

{
- 1 if product farnily g belongs master farnily q 
- 0 otherwise 

t
8

,q is a binary value 

Time available in period t for production on train m 

Minimum run length for product i on train m 

Time producing offgrade when 'setting up' for product 
families which belong to 'master farnily' q on train m 
The average time producing off grade when 'setting up' 
for products which belong to farnily g on train m 
Time producing off grade, when 'setting up' formaster 
families on train m 

{
- 1 if train m is capable of producing product farnily g 
- 0 otherwise 

um,g is a binary value 

{
- 1 if train m is producing at production location l 
- 0 otherwise 

x1,m is a binary value 

Safety stock of product i at the end of period t 

{
- 1 if product i belongs to product family g 
- 0 otherwise 

z
8

,; is a binary value 

% 

MT/hours 

% 

€/MT 

Hours 

Hours 

Hours 

Hours 

Hours 

111 

Several introduced parameters will be further explained x1,m is a binary value to assign trains to 

locations in many process industries more trains produce at one location. z . ensures products g,l 

are grouped into product families. A train always produces at only one location, a product 
belongs to only one product family, and a product farnily belongs to only one master farnily. 

Furthermore, the X;,, is the 'overall' safety stock of the different products. The indexlor p could 

easily be added to, X;,, in constraint number 3 (see next section) if a company is interested in the 

safety stock each location or safety stock per packaging variant. MinP2 is the minimum overall 
service level, one could make this more specific by adding indices. For example by adding the 
index c or i to MinP2 the minimum service level overall is changed in a minimum service level 

for each product or customer. If one or more indices are added to X 1,, or MinP2,, the 

constraints also have to change by removing these summations over the indices which are added. 
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t 

IA· MT 
,l,p,l 

IA . Average inventory level of product i in packaging MT 
,S,l, p ,l 

variant p at production location l during period t 

QP~,i, p,r Amount of product i packed at production location l in 
packaging variant p in period t 

MT 

QPm,i ,t Amount of product i produced at production train m in MT 
t 

Q~,i,t production location l MT 

T bi 5 1 4 D .. . bi d' I odi 

Ikcision :\kaning l 'nit 
\ ' ariables 

It . Ioventory level of product i in packaging variant p at MT 
,S,l,p,t 

production location l in storage possibility s at the end 
ofperiod t 

TPm,i,r Time in period t that product i is produced at Hours 
production train m 

rm ,i,t { - l if train m is producing product i in period t -
- 0 otherwise 

rm ,i,t is a binary value 

sm,q ,t { - 1 trainmis producing master family q in period t -
- 0 otherwise 

sm,q,t is a binary value 

SA Quantity of product i sold in packaging variant p MT 
,l,p,C ,l 

served from production location l to customer location 
c in period t 

Ym,g,t { - 1 if train m is producing product family g in -
period t 
- 0 otherwise 

Ym ,i,r is a binary value 

Figure 5.1-1 illustrates the indices, parameters and decision variables used for the concept of 
families, product families and master families. The arrows have the same meaning as the arrow in 
Figure 4.2-1, the goal of this figure is to show which parameters and (decision) variables belong 
to which level (product, product family, or master family). Products i are grouped into product 

families g, which are grouped intomaster families q. A product can only be produced ( rm ,i,r) on a 

train if the product family ( Ym,g,r) to which it belongs ( Zg,i) is produced, the product familiescan 

only be produced if themaster family to which they belong to Ctg,q) is produced ( sm,q,r ). 
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Figure 5.1-1: Products, product families, and master families 

If changing from one product to another product within the same product family a minor setup is 
needed, if the other product belongs to another product family a setup for to the product family is 
needed plus a setup for the product. Finally, if changing from one product toanother product that 
belongs to another master family, a setup tothemaster family, a setup forto the product family 
and a setup for the project are needed. The sum of all these setups is the changeover time. These 
and all other constraints will be described in the next section, which also gives the objective 
function. 

5.2 Objective function and constraints model 

The goal of the model is to maximise the total net profit for solution polyethylene. This leads to 
the following objective function (see next page): 
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max:Z= 
L I P C T 

I I I I L:sP;.ps~.i. p.c ,l 
1=1 i=l p=O c=l 1=1 

1=1 p=O c=l 1=1 

L P C T 

- LLLLCI;,c, pS~. i . p , c , l 
1=1 p=O c=l 1=1 

m=l i=O 1=1 

L I P T 

-"" "" CPP.,. QPP., . L,.; L,.; L,.; L,.; ,l,p ,t,p,l 
1=1 i=O p=l 1=1 

L I T } 

- L L L CJI,s=O,i,p=OL\,s=O,i, p=O,I ---
1=1 i=O 1=1 'IJ,s, p=O 
L S I T 1 

- L L L L CJ/ ,s,i,p=OL\,s,i,p=O,I --
1=1 s=l i=O 1=1 'IJ,s, p=O 
L I P T 1 

-""""Cl . LJ. . -L,.; L,.; L,.; L,.; l,s=O,t,p ''t ,s=O,t,p,t 
1=1 i=l p=l r=l 'lt ,s,p 
L S I P T 1 

- LLLLL C//,s,/At,s,i,p,t-
1=1 s=l i=l p=l r=l 'lt ,s,p 
L I P T 

- LLLLSP;./~. i . p,rCoC 
1=1 i=l p=l 1=1 

L S I P T 

- L L L L L CHl,s ,i,pQP~.i , p ,t 
I =I s=O i=l p=O t=l 

} 
} 
} 
} 
} 

} 
} 
} 
} 
} 

} 

(Al) Productsales 

(A2) Off grade sales 

(B) Transport costs 

(C) Production costs 

(D) Packaging costs 

(El) Inventory costs of bulk 
products stored internal 

(E2) Inventory costs of bulk 
products stored external 

(Fl) Inventory costs of packed 
products stored internal 

(F2) Inventory costs of packed 
products stored external 

(G) Total costs of capita! (for 
inventory) 

(H) Handling costs 

Al and A2, El and E2, and Fl and G2 could easily be combined in one function. These functions 
were not combined to ensure the differences between sales of prime and offgrade product and 
between internal and external storage are easily visible. The objective function is subject to the 
following constraints: 

c 
Il . = Il . I + QP~ . - L SA[ ,t,p,t ,t,p,t- ,t,p,t ,z ,p,c,t V(l,i , p ,t) (1) 

c=l 

s 
lt . =Llt . ,t , p ,t ,s ,r,p ,t V(l , i , p,t) (2) 

s=O 

I~. i . p .r = 1/,i,p,r-1 + 0.5QP~.i . p ,z V(l,i , p ,t) (3) 
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i=O 
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(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

1/,i,p,t' 1/,s,i,p,l '~~ .i.p ,l' ~~.s .i,p,l QP~.i . p ,t' QPm.i,t ' Q~.i .t s~.i.p,C,I' TPm ,i,t' ~ 0 (N) 

Constraint (1) gives the inventory balance, for all locations, products, packaging variants, and 
periods. 
Constraint (2) describes that the total inventory at a location is equal to the intemal plus extemal 
stored inventory for alllocations, products, packaging variants, and periods. 
Constraint (3) describes that the average inventory held in a period is equal to the inventory at the 
end of the period before plus half of the quantity produced for all Iocations, products, packaging 
variants, and periods. Giving the assumption that the demand is spread equally throughout the 
period a mistake will only be made if the final inventory in period t is unequal the final inventory 
in period t-1. The starting inventories have all been set equal to the safety stock. Because the 
goal of the MILP is to optimise the costs the final inventory will also be equal to the safety stock. 
Only if the model is run for multiple periods in which inventory is build up in certain periods and 
used in later periods a mistake will be made. 
Constraint (4) ensures that the average inventory in period t is always equal to the intemally and 
extemally stored inventory for alllocations, products, packaging variants, and periods. 
Constraint (5) ensures that the final inventory at the end of each period is equal or larger than the 
target safety stock of each product. 
Constraint (6) ensures that the intemal stored inventory fora certain packaging variant will never 
be Iarger than the maximum available capacity, for alllocations and periods. 
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Constraint (7) ensures that the sales are oot larger than the demand, for all products, packaging 
variants, customers, and periods. 
Constraint (8) states that a product cao only be produced, if the product family to which the 
product belongs is being produced. This is true for all trains, product families, and periods. 
Constraint (9) ensures that a product cao only be produced if it is allocated to the train, for all 
trains, products, and periods. 
Constraint (10) states that the production is equal to the production rate times the number of 
producing hours for all trains, product families, products, and periods. The train has to be capable 
of producing the product. 
Constraint (11) ensures that production at each location is sum of production of trains that are on 
that location, for allocations, products, and periods. 
Constraint (12) ensures that oot more product is packed than possible for alllocations, products, 
and periods. 
Constraint (13) ensures that a product family is only be producedon a train if themaster family to 
which it belongs is allocated to that train, for all trains, master families, product families, and 
periods. Not all products within a product family to which it belongs have to be produced if the 
product family is produced. 
Constraint (14) ensures that a product cao only be produced on a train if the product family to 
which is belongs is also produced on that train, for all trains, product families, products, and 
periods. Notall product families within a master family have to be produced if themaster family 
is produced. 
Constraint (15) ensures that oot more hours are produced than possible, for all trains and all 
periods. Basically the left side of the formula consists of four major 'parts' which calculate the 
different times that regular and off grade products are produced, these 'parts' are described in 
Table 5.2-1. 

i=l 

Q 

TOQm L sm.q.t 
q=l 

G 

TOGm,qLtq,g Ym,g,t 
g =l 

Time producing regular product. 

Changeover time between 'master families'. A mistake 
is made if only one master family is produced two 

ods after each other on the same train. 
Changeover time between product families within 
the 'master families'. 

Changeover time between products within product 
families. 

Constraint (16) calculates the amount of off grade produced on every production train, during 
every period. 
Constraint (17) ensures that the production process will be stabie by including a minimum run 
length for each product, for all trains, products, and periods. 
Constraint (18) ensures a minimum service level is provided to the customers each period. 
Constraint (N); non-zero constraints for the different variables. 

If the model is oot capable of finding a feasible solution this is (most likely) caused by constraints 
(5) and (18). Constraint (5) cao cause the model oot to find a feasible solution if the starting 
inventories at period t=l are (significantly) lower than the safety stockneededat period t=T. If no 
feasible solution is found the chance is higher that the target overall service level (constraint (18)) 
is set so high that no feasible solution exist. Furthermore, one case-specific constraint (19) has 
been added to the model (see Section 6.2). 
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6 Case study Dow 

6.1 Introduetion 

The model described is evaluated using a case study at a case company (Dow). The model is 
evaluated with data from a real company and not with fictive data (e.g. using distribution). The 
benefits of using real data are twofold; first the data will give a better presentation of a real 
situation. Secondly the outcomes of the model can be used directly. 

Because of planned or unplanned shutdowns of the train, the trains do notrun 100% of the time. 
Planned shutdowns could be caused by preventive maintenance while unplanned shutdowns 
could be caused by corrective maintenance. The online time in percentage, z, which is the same 

for each train, has been .% in the past and is expected to be the same in the upcoming years 
(see Appendix B, for the souree of this data) . The number of production hours in a month can 
easily be calculated: 

TA",,, = 24d,z 
With: 
d, the number of days in period t 

In Tarragona the production capacity of train 3 is shared with other production units. Every 
month the production of SP can use halve of the production time, therefore the number of 
production days for train three in Tarragona is 0.5 times the normal d, . The value for M is 

deterrnined at 24d, to eosure that M ~ 24d,z, because theoretically only one product can be 

produced during an entire month. 

Because all products at a eertaio location have only one packaging variant, the product is packed 
if the index p is equal to 1. The efficiency of storing packed products at both intemal as well as 
extemal is equal to 100%. The efficiency of bulkproductsis approximately 65% at each location 
of Dow. Furthermore, one should note that for most products the goal is that they only have cycle 
stock. Constraint 3 can therefore be removed for almast all products. 

Dow does have minimum service level ( MinP2 ), they want to deliver 98% service of the orders 
which are accepted; the demand of the products is however higher than the number of orders 
which are accepted. After a discussion with the European planner it has been decided to remave 
constraint (9) from the model. 

As stated befare the Elite group of products { 6} can only be produced if the trains have a double 
loop, Furthermore only three trains have the possibly to work with hexene (product family{7}) as 
a co-monomer and product family {9} can only be produced in Schkopau. Investments in the 
above mentioned options are not considered because they will not be made in the near future. For 
an overview of the current constraints, possible investments and not considered investments see 
Appendix C. 

6.2 Grouping of products and calculations 

As stated befare the products have first been grouped into product farnilies (see Section 3.3). The 
grouping of products into farnilies is done using a strategy proposed by Ashayeri et al. (2006) ; the 
idea is that products with have a relatively short changeover times are grouped tagether in a 
family. Ashayeri et al. (2006) describes that a production scheduling problem in (process 
industries) in general is difficult because it includes three components that are each difficult by 
themselves: assignment to families, lot sizing and sequencing of product families . The assignment 
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to families in this research is done based on changeover times from the past, product 
characteristics, and on discussions with experts about the production process. From the three 
mentioned components by Ashayeri et al. (2006), the model will optimise the lot sizes and the 
sequence is decided by the planners. 

The changeover time within such a product family is often low (sometimes even zero hours). The 
products within a family have very similar characteristics. Because the sequence within groups 
will not be determined, the expected changeover times are used for calculating the expected time 
which off grade is produced when changing over within a family. 

The changeover times between the product families { 1,2,3,5,8, 12} are almost equal (maximum 
mistake is less than 7%), these product families have been grouped into a master family. All other 
master families consist only of one product family. The changeover times between these different 
master families is also almost equal (maximum mistake is less than 8% ). As can be seen in the 
description of the model earlier in the chapter, these values are taken to be equal. Product family 
{ 11}, only consisting of product, XZ 89434.00, needs to be produced if a changeover is made 
between a product family which uses hexene (i.e. product family { 7}) as a co-monomer and one 
which used octene (all other groups) and visa versa. Product group { 11} is can be produced twice 
in a period if a changeover is made from a hexene group to an octene group and back or visa 
versa. The changeover times between any octene product family and product family { 11} are 
approximately the same ( mistake less than 5% ). 

Within the master family consisting of the six different families the changeover times between the 
product families { 1,2,3,5,8,12} is 1.26 hours. Between the master family and between the 
changeover time is 2.98 hours. In Figure 6.2-1, the relation between the product families and 
different changeover times are shown. 

Explanation Shapes: 

Figure 6.2-1: Changeover times between families 

Because product family { 11} must be produced if a hexene and octene product family are 
produced on the same Iine, an extra constraint has to be added to the mathematica) model 
presented in Section 5.2: 

g=5 

:~:>m.q,r + sm,q=6,rA- Ym,q=7 ,rA ~A 
g=l 

'V(m,t) (19) 
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With: 
A Number of octene master families 

Constraint ( 19) ensures that product family { 11} is always produced if a hexene and a octene 
product family are produced, for all trains and periods. 
The reason for not including this constraint in the model presented in Section 5.2 is that the 
constraint is very case (Dow) specific. Por Dow A = 5, the number of octene master families 
(q= 1, q=2, q=3, q=4, and q=5). The hexene master family is si x (q=6) and product farnily { 11} is 
master family seven (q=7). One should note that only one hexene master family exists. Constraint 
(19) can be generalised by including an extra index to include the co-monomers, for this case 
study this is unnecessary. 

Por an overview of the grouping of products into product families and a summary of the 
estimations of the changeover times see Appendix D. 

6.3 Determination of parameter valnes 

This Section describes how the values of the most important parameters have been deterrnined or 
estimated. The data collection and data converting into the right formats took relatively a lot of 
time, mainly because of four reasons: 

1. The different data sourees were often not in the same formats. 
2. Different codes and narnes were used for the sameproduct or location (e.g. for certain 

products over five different narnes were used). 
3. Part of the data was missing and therefore had to be estimatedlcalculated or requested. 
4. Part of the matebed data had to be checked manually. 

Por both the sales prices minus the production costs and the transport costs sensitivity analysis 
have been conducted (see Section 6.8). 

Demand forecasts: 

The forecasts for 2008 are known for the different customers; unfortunately these forecasts are 
made on a 'customer level' which means that the exact customer location and the packaging 
variant is also unknown. Customers almost always place orders for multiple locations; the exact 
delivering location is therefore unknown. The data is however necessary for calculating the 
transport, packaging and handling costs. Basedon the actual sales of 2007, from which the postal 
code are known, the expected sales in 2008 to each postal code area are estimated using the 
following formula: 

L I P 1=12 

•=24 •=12 IIIL:s~. i . p .c .• 
L L 1=1 i=1 p=O 1=1 D k = D. k ...:.......:.-'--'--::-:-.::..__...:.......:. __ _ 

1,p ,c, ,1 1,p,c , ,I 24 

1=1 3 1=1 """' PS' A L.... n.k,l 

With: 
kEK 

13 

Set of customers. 

D k r,p ,c, ,I 
Demand in Metric Tonne (MT) for product i, in packaging variant p, from 

customer k, in customer area c in period t. 
Predicted sales in MT to customer c in period t. 

24 

If t=1 is equal to January 2007 and the predicted sales in 2008 to customer c are: L PSA,, . A 
13 

simplified example in Table 6.3-1 (next page) illustrates the metbod used. 
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T b1 6 3 1 E • 1 h al f 1 1 t d 
Packagmg Actual Sales 2007 Postal Forecasted Sales Forecasted sales 

Product 
Vanani 1n MT Code 2008 m MT (postal code) 1n MT 

A 0 50 I 62.5 
A 0 75 11 250 93.75 
A 1 75 11 93.75 
B 1 200 I 400 160 
B 1 300 11 240 

The expected demand was first calculated for each customer, postal code and packaging variant 
fora year. The roodels will often be run for a month, because the assumption is made that demand 
is equally spread throughout the year the expected demand in a month is 1/12 of the yearly 
expected demand .. Because part of the data was missing, customers and product narnes changed, 
and products were added or removed to the product mix, all predicted sales had to be checked and 
corrected manually. Appendix E gives an overview of the data which have been removed. Two 
intemal clients have been included separately. These intemal clients have a fixed demand every 
month. 

Sales prices: The financial expert of Dow gave the sales prices for the different products. 
Because of the resent changes in price, the sales prices of the beginning of July 2008 have been 
used. 

Transport costs: Most of transport costs are received from a file which was made at the 
beginning of 2008. For most lanes the transport costs were known, for several lanes estimations 
were made by the developer of the file. The estimation depends, on a combination of factors (e.g. 
transport mode, maximum truck weight allowed, distance, import costs, and sort of packaging). 
To decrease the complexity of the model customers which were located in different postal codes 
have been grouped into 'customer areas'. Over 370 postal codes have been reduced to 76 
customer areas5

• The grouping of postal codes into customer areas is done based on known 
transport costs and geographical location. Within the groups a weighted average (based on 
quantity demanded) of the average transport costs to each postal code, is made. The following 
formula bas been used (see next page): 

CT. = À. r,p CT. 
/,c,p L c, r R / ,r,p R [ D I 

With: 
re R 

Dr,p 

c~. r . p 

r;J L Dr,p À.c, r 
r;J 

Set of postal codes. 
Actual demand in MT for all products in postal code r in packaging variant p in 

the year 2007. 
Transport cost for products in packaging variant p from production location l 

to postal code r. 

{
- 1 if product area r belongs to customer area c 

- 0 otherwise 

À.c,r is a binary value 

5 After the customer areas were made, three customer areas (in the Czech Repub1ic, Spain and France) were 
combined with another nearby area because the predicted sales in that customer area were 1ess than 250MT in 
2008. 250MT is approximate1y 0.02% of the tota1 expected sales in 2008. 
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The results of the grouping of postal codes into customer areas were discussed with the transport 
expert of SP within Dow. The costs of transporting packed product are generally lower per MT 
than the costs of bulk product. An example of the grouping can be found in Appendix F. The 
maximum mistake in transport costs made is 12.5%. If the expected demand within a postal code 
was greater than 2000MT, the maximum mistake made is 10%. For the missing transport costs, 
quotations were requested from carriers. 

Production costs: The average production costs per product, which were used at the start of July 
2008 have been taken. 

Packaging costs: The packaging costs are based on data received from SAP. 

Costs of bulk and packed inventory: The costs of bulk and packed inventory are also based on 
data from SAP. Dow rents a number of silos which are on location at Terneuzen, Schkopau and 
Tarragona for long periods (e.g. 10 years) and the price of those silos is fixed for that period 
whether or not used they are used. Dow has warehouses to store packed inventory. The price for 
holding the inventory at these internal silos is set equal to €11 per MT. The initial payment for 
renting the silos for 10 years or for building the warehouse are not included in the model. 

Costs of capital: The yearly COC at Dow are 12% per year. The COC each month are therefore: 

(l.lt112 -1) * 100% ""0.949%. Dow uses the market value (sales price * quantity) of the 

inventory, to calculate the total costs of invested capital. 

Handling costs: The handling costs for each location are retrieved from SAP. The costs are a 
combination of handling and transporting products from and to the silos and nearby packaging 
locations. Handling costs on site (to the internal silos) are equal to €0 per MT, because no 
incremental costs are made. 

Appendix G gives an overview of how the values for different the parameters for the simple 
model were obtained (given, estimated, or a combination of both). As stated before, appendix B, 
describes which data sourees have been used for obtaining the necessary data, before the different 
data was compiled for the model. 

6.4 Results 

This Section will present the results of the model and will answer the first research question. The 
Section starts with elaborating on different values of r for the single period model. As stated in 
Section 4.1, r = the relative toleranee of the model in%. The single period model has been run for 
different values of r to see what the influence of the value r is on the optima! salution found and 
the computational time. The purple and the blue line in Figure 6.4-1 show the expected net profit 
made (found as the optimal salution with the model) and the upper bound of the net profit made 
(calculated by the model) and correspond to the left y-axis. The green line shows the 
computational time of the model (right y-axis). 

One should note that for r=0.025% the solver of the model was manually interrupted after 
running for almost 8 hours. Therefore, the theoretica! upper bound is between 1.0005 and 
1.00025. the optimum found. 

Figure 6.4-1: Effect on computational time and expected net profit if ris varied in the simple model 
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Several observations can be made based on Figure 6.4-1. The computational time significantly 
decreases if higher values of r are chosen. For example, if r = 0.05% the computational time is 
over 5 times as higher compared to r = 0.1 %, while the optimum solution found has not 
increased. During the extra computational time only the upper bound of the solution was 
decreased. 

Because the minimum computational time, before any relative toleranee level will be applied, has 
been set at 300 seconds (for an elaboration on these and other settings see Appendix A), the 
minimum computational time is five minutes. Only if a ' true optimum' (e.g. the upper bound is 
equal to the optimum found) is found within five minutes, the computational time can become 
lower than five minutes. Another observation which can be made is that both the upper bound 
level of the solution increases and the expected net profit of the optima! solution decreases if the 
computational times decreases. All these observations are logica! and can be generalised for the 
multi period models. 

During the rest of this report, the value for r is set at 0.25% for all runs of the single period 
model, which means that: the 'true optimum' is between I and 1.0025 times the optimum found. 
The reason for choosing this value is that the optimum is very close to the upper bound and the 
computational time is no too large. For the scenario analysis over 160 different times the model 
was run, if the average computational time would be larger than an hour, the runs would take over 
20 working days. 

All results presented in this section are based on the fact that investments are possible. Section 6.5 
will compare the current allocation with the allocation of this model and the possible investments. 

The results of the single period model, the multi-period model with fixed allocation (i .e. 
allocation is the same each period), and the multi-period model with flexible allocation (i.e. 
allocation can change each period) are given in Table 6.4-1. The multi-period models were run 
for six months and the single period model for one month. The output of the single-period model 
generated by 'What's Best' can be found in Appendix H. 

Table 6.4-1: Classification of simple model 

Table 6.4-1 shows that the single period model has the lowest computational time and has a 
higher precision (level of r) than the multi-period models. Because the average demand per 
month has been used for the both single as well the multi-period run, the results of the multi
period run are expected to be six approximately times the result of the single period runs. The 
multi-period flexible allocation should at least perform as good as the multi-period fixed 
allocation. The expectation was that the computational time of the multi-period fixed allocation 
was lower than the multi-period flexible allocation because less binary variables are needed, this 
was hardly true. The multi-period runs are only useful to run if the demand between the different 
months is fluctuating considerably and the European planner can forecasts these fluctuations 
before the first period. Because the longer computational times for the multi-period runs and the 
lower precision, throughout the rest of this thesis the single-period will be used. 

Table 6.4-2 gives an overview of the different costs and incomes. The table gives better insights 
in the si ze of the different costs and sales. The second column describes the costs as percentage of 
the total costs. 
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Table 6.4-2: Overview income and costs for single period model 

The last row is called net profit because several costs are not considered in the model. One could 
for example thing about: the costs for human resources, costs of research and development 
(R&D), and the costs of (repairing) equipment. 

One can see in Table 6.4-2 that the largest share of the costs are the production costs (over 95% ), 
the transport costs are second. From a cost point of view, a change in production costs will most 
likely have the biggest impact on the profit made, foliowed by a change in transport costs. A 
change of these costs also are expected to have the highest impact on the results of the model. lt 
was decided that the effect of a changes in the difference between the sales price and the 
productions costs, and fora change in the transport costs should be researched (see Section 6.8). 

Table 6.4-2 furthermore shows that according to the outcomes of the model no bulk inventory 
need to be stored at extemal parties, because all inventory can be stored intemally. The costs of 
extemal packed inventory are relatively low compared to the other costs. Therefore, investment to 
increase the bulk and packed intemal inventory capacity not investigated. 

6.5 Comparison with current situation 

This Section will answer research question 2 and 3 as defined in Section 1.2. The results of the 
model were compared with the results obtained using the current planning. Unfortunately, it is 
almost impossible to compare the results with actual sales data because the last couple of months 
have not been normal. The main reasons are: 1) because a significantly larger amount of 
corrective maintenance had to be done (more and especially Jonger breakdowns than normal), the 
number of production hours was significantly lower than normal and 2) Dow considerably 
increased its prices for SP. 

The current production planning will be used as a reference for the analysis. 1t is very 
complicated to compare how much profit more would be made if the planning of the model 
would be taken, because the actual production schedule is different from the planning. Looking at 
the expected net profit made, the current allocation of product farnilies to lines is compared with 
the allocation made by the model. Except for the allocation of product farnilies to trains, all other 
decision variables (for example the quantity produced at each location) are in both cases 
optirnised by the model. Table 6.5-1 shows the results for one month. The results of the model 
indicate that if an investment is needed of for reaching the optimum allocation, the 
expected payback period would be less than a year. 
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Table 6.5-1: Comparison of results of current allocation with optimal allocation (r=0.25%) 

The optima! allocation found by the model perfarms almost 1% better (looking at the net profit). 
This might seem non significant, however the expected increase in net profit is over € each 
month! The goal of the model is to maximise net profit, one can however see that the expected 
overall service level (e.g. fraction of overall demand delivered directly from stock) increases from 
94.50% to 96.87%. The increase in profit is explained the increased sales of regular (from 

tonnes to tonnes) and off grade product (from tonnes), which also lead 
to higher production costs. The number of tonnes of regu1ar product produced increase from. 
Furthermore, the transport and handling costs are decreased slightly because products are 
produced closer to its customers and handling is done at cheaper places. 

The results indicate that it would be interesting for Dow to see what the differences are in 
allocation of product families to trains. These differences are shown in Table 6.5-2 

Table 6.5-2: Comparison current allocation of product families to products with optimal allocation 

The table above shows a number of differences between the optimum allocation and the current 
allocation. A number of product farnilies are produced different trains than currently. This 
indicates that changing the allocation can be beneficia! because the expected net profit can 
increase over each month.For example, the octene attane product farnily { 1} is produced on 
train 1 and 4 according to the optimum allocation and according to the current allocation the 
octene attane product family is only produced on train 2. For this group no hardware investments 
are needed at any of the trains. The product family has been produced on train 1 in the past and 
therefore only needs to be qualified on train 4. The qualification process will cost part of the 
production time and should preferably be at times that the demand is lower. 

The increase in net profit is generated by the combination of all changes. The individual changes 
in the allocation for the different product families to trains have been evaluated. Table 6.5-3 gives 
an overview for the differences between the current model and the current model with a changed 
allocation for one product family. The product farnily that is changed can be found in the first 
column and the trains that can produce the products can be found in the second column. The 
current allocation was kept constant for all other product families. The results will be discussed 
following the table. 

Table 6.5-3: Effect on net profit if changes are made fora single family 

Table 6.5-3 shows that including the option to produce product farnily {7} on train 3 is only 
beneficia! it is combined. If on change has to be made for an individual farnily, the most 
beneficia! one would be for product family { 4} foliowed by the change for product farnily { 8}. 
For both situations the right hardware is already available and the products therefore only need to 
be qualified on the other trains. 

6.6 Introduetion different demand and production scenarios 

Leung et al. (2007) explicitly take robust design into consideration by integrating a goal 
programrning formulation with a scenario-based description. Different demand scenarios are not 
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included in the model presented in this thesis is. The model neects to run each scenario separately 
to check the robustness of the optima! and other solutions. One of the reasans why in this thesis 
the scenario analysis was not integrated directly in the model is that very good estimates are 
needed of the probability that any possible scenario occurs. Furthermore, the effect of individual 
scenarios is harder to estimate. In the next part of this section, the different scenarios will first be 
introduced, secondly the methods used to evaluate the scenarios will be described, the results will 
be presented and evaluated in 6.7. 

The first scenario is the base case. Scenarios 1 till 6 are researched to see how the optima!, current 
and several other allocations would perfarm for different possible scenarios that can occur at 
Dow. Scenario 4 was included to answer part of research question 4: what the influence is of 
changes in overall demand. While Scenario 7 is used to research what the influence is of demand 
changes on a local level. A goal of all scenarios is to investigate how the different allocation 
perfarmfora number of given situations. Totally 21 different scenarios have been researched. For 
each of the scenarios a hypothesis is defined and the underlying reasoning for the hypothesis is 
briefly discussed. The different scenarios, hypothesises and the underlying reasoning are: 

Base case: the demand is as forecasted as well as the production. 
Hypothesis: Limitedflexibility leadstoa lower than optimum net profit. 
Reasoning: Because the demand is known before and deterrninistic, no flexibility is needed. 
The costs of flexibility, investments and extra changeovers because products are made on 
more different trains will decrease the net profit 

1) A train at one of the locations breaks down for month. The scenario actually consists of 6 
different scenarios (a break down for each different train is analysed). The different 
combination of scenarios and trains are: 1.1 = Terneuzen 1, 1.2 = Terneuzen 2, 1.3 = 
Terneuzen 3, 1.4 = Tarragona 2, 1.5 = Tarragona 3, and 1.6 = Schkopau 1 breaks down. 

Hypothesis: An allocation with limited flexibility leads to a lower decrease in net profit than 
the optimum allocation with less flexibility. 
Reasoning: If products can be produced on at least two different trains, the most profitable 
products can be produces elsewhere, if a train breaks down. 

Scenario 2 and 3 are special cases of changes in demand. Demand for part of the products 
fluctuates, while for scenario 4 the demand for all products changes. 

2) The demand increases for the 15% highest margin products. 
Hypothesis: An allocation with limitedflexibility leadstoa higher increase in net profit than 
the optimum allocation with less flexibility 
Reasoning: If the demand increases for the highest margin products, one likely wants to fulfil 
all (or at least part of) the extra demand. If the trains which are currently producing the 
highest margin products are only producing high margin products, more flexibility will be 
needed to increase sales of high margin products. If the trains which are currently producing 
the high margin products are also producing low margin products extra flexibility is probably 
not necessary because less low margin products can be produced. 

3) Demand increases 15% for lowest margin products. 
Hypothesis: lncluding limitedflexibility does not injluence the net profit made. 
Reasoning: The extra demand of the lower margin products does not have to be fulfilled. 
Perhaps fewer changeovers are needed because a very low margin product will not be 
produced anymore. The decreasein changeovers is however independent on the flexibility. 

4) Demand increases 10% overall (e.g. demand increases 10% for all products). 
Hypothesis: An allocation with limited flexibility leads to a higher increase in net profit than 
the optimum allocation with less flexibility 
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Reasoning: More net profit could be made by increasing the sales of the higher margin 
products. See reasoning 2). 

5) Production time on train 3 in Tarragona decreases with 50%. 
Hypothesis: An allocation with limited flexibility leads to a higher increase in net profit than 
the optimum allocation with less flexibility 
Reasoning: The high margin products which are produced on the train, for which less time is 
available, can be produced elsewhere. 

6) Demand is partly fulfilled by the Middle East and overall demand goes up (25% ). A train 
located in the Middle East equal to train three in Terneuzen that is capable of producing 
product families {2,4,7,8,11} for half of the production costs is added to the model. The 
production costs significantly decrease because the price of raw material i.ected to be 
significantly cheaper. The transport costs from the Middle-East are set at per MT to 
every location in Europe. 

Hypothesis: An allocation with limited flexibility leads to a higher increase in net profit than 
the optimum allocation with less flexibility 
Reasoning: The expectation is that the Middle East will begin with producing the lower 
margin products because the higher margin products are often more complex. The 'know
how' needed for producing these higher margin products is oot directly available in the 
Middle East. The demand for the lower margin products fulfilled by Europe will therefore 
likely decrease. Production in Europe should focus in that case on the higher margin products 
and if these can be produced on more locations, the expectation is that net profit increases. 

7) Demand changesfora number of productsin eertaio regionsof Europe (-20%, +20%), 
while demand in other countries stays constant. The regions are: 1) North Europe 
(Scandinavia), 2) East Europe (Russia, Poland, Hungary, Slovenia, Slovakia, Romania 
and Ukraine), 3) South Europe (France, Italy, Spain, Greece and Portugal, 4) Western 
(mainland) Europe (Benelux and German), and 5) United Kingdom. 

Hypothesis: An allocation with limited flexibility leads to a higher increase in net profit or 
lower decrease in net profit than the optimum allocation with less flexibility 
Reasoning: If demand drops on a locallevel, the production location where the demand drops 
can produce other products (from which the demand stays constant). This location can in case 
of a drop in demand still run with a maximum production rate (because they cao supply other 
products). If demand increases, higher flexibly cao eosure that other locations might be able 
to fulfil part of the demand. 

Each of the scenarios (1 till 8) bas been run for seven different allocations of product families to 
trains that were determined once and than fixed for each scenario. The planning was optimised 
for each of these different allocations given a eertaio scenario (I till VII). From the decision 

variables Ym, g ,t became a parameter (except for scenario VIII), all others stayed decision 

variables. Allocation lil was chosen to research what the effect would be of forcing flexibility 
into the production process. Allocation IV till VII are chosen because these scenarios cao all 
occur in the near future and research the effect of choosing an optimum scenario assuming one 
scenario occurs, while actually another scenario occurs. Allocation VIII will always lead to an 
optima! allocation of product families to trains because all products cao be produced one each 
train. All other allocations will be compared with this allocation; the net profit made by the other 
allocations cao be maximally equal. The following eight allocations have been evaluated: 

I. Current allocation 
11. Optima! allocation achieved by model (no flexibility) . 

111. Optima! allocation found for the base case, however with limited flexibility (each product 
family will be produced on at least two trains (except product family 9). The chaining 
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concept as introduced by Jordan and Graves (1995) has not been used in this research 
because this would be very hard to model in an MILP model. 

IV. Optima! allocation found with Scenario 2 
V. Optima! allocation found with Scenario 3 

Vl. Optima! allocation found with Scenario 4 
VII. Optima! allocation found with Scenario 5 

VIII. Full flexibility: All product families, ( except { 6, 7, and 9} ), can be produced on all trains. 

Appendix I gives an overview of the different allocations of product families to trains. The results 
of situation lil could only be obtained by introducing an extra constraint to ensure that two 
products are produced on each train: 

for V(g E {1, 2,3, 4,5, 6, 7,8,10, 11, 12},t) (20) 
m=l 

Product farnily {9} has notbeen included in constraint (18), because the product farnily can only 
be produced on one train and investments in this train are not researched. 

6.7 Scenarios Results 

This Section will give answer to research question 4 and 5 as defined in Section 1.2. The 
expected resulting net profits of al combinations of scenarios and situations can be found in 
Appendix J. For all scenarios an optima! solution ( allocation VIII, full flexibility) has been found, 
the maximum expected resulting net profits for allocation VIII for each of the scenarios are 
shown in Figure 6. 7 -I. 

Figure 6. 7-1 : Op ti mal solution found for each of the scenarios for allocation VIII 

For scenario 6, the expected net profit made is over fM. The fact that the production costs are so 
low in the Middle East and the increased demand causes the net profit to increase with 
approximately 70%. 

The results of the optimum allocation (VIII) for each scenario shows clearly show what the effect 
on the net profit can be of the different scenarios All results shown in Figure 6. 7 -I are logica!, if a 
train breaks down ( 1.1 till 1.6) the net profit decreases. If train 3 in Terneuzen breaks down the 
net profit decreases the most, while the effect of train 3 in Tarragona is the smallest Furthermore, 
the expected net profit increases if demand increases either locally or overall, while the expected 
net profit decreases if locally the demand drops. If looking at the local one can conclude that the 
demand changes in Western rnaintand Europe (Benelux and Germany) have the biggest impact on 
the expected net profit This is caused by the fact that the demand in WesternEuropeis highest 

An interesting condusion which can be made is that if the overall demand increases for all 
products with 10% (scenario 4), the following products will not be produced anymore: 
Number 46 is an exceptional product, because extra production steps, such as compounding and 
optica! cleaning are conducted at a different department after the product is produced by Dow SP. 
These extra production steps will significantly increase the net profit made on the product. The 
other products could according to the model be removed from the product portfolio or the prices 
should be increased if the demand increases. Before removing these products from the assortment 
Dow should first investigate if customers exist who order these products in combination with 
other products, and who might be lost if these products are removed from the assortment. 

One can furthermore note from the data that if there is overcapacity (scenario 6) the capacity on 
train two in Tarragona will be decreased. This indicates that train two in Tarragona is the least 
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cost efficient. Opening an extra train will have considerable consequences for the production of 
SP in Europe. Overall the net profit will increase, however Dow Europe will have a lower number 
of products to produce. The difference in transport costs to customers between the Middle East 
and Europe will nothave such a large influence as the difference in production costs. 

Figure 6.7-2 shows the results of the different allocations for the original situation (if no scenario 
occurs). 

Figure 6.7-2: Optima! solution found for each of the allocations for the base case 

Figure 6.7-2 show that five different allocations perform better than the original allocation in the 
current situation and the performance of two allocations is worse. Allocation ill, V, VI and VI all 
perform relatively close to the optimum. Furthermore one can see that the optimum solution (II) 
outperforms the solution of lirnited flexibility, the hypothesis that in case of no scenario: 
'jlexibility leadstoa lower than optimum net profit' can therefore be confirmed. 

Figure 6.7-3 showshow the different allocations perform, if looking at the net profit compared to 
the optimum, if a train breaks down. Throughout all scenarios the optimum performance is 
allocation (Vill), all other allocations perform maximally as good as allocation VIII. 
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Figure 6.7-3: Performance of allocations if a break down occurs at one of the trains 

Figure 6.7-3 shows that if lirnited allocation (ill) is applied, the system is the most stabie (for 
each scenario the solution is within 2% of the optimum solution). Furthermore, allocation (11) also 
performs relatively well as well. The current allocation (I), and allocation (V) perform more 
poorly if a train breaks down. The hypothesis that: An allocation with limitedflexibility leadstoa 
lower decrease in net profit than the optimum allocation with less flexibility, if trains break down 
is incorrect. The allocations with lirnited flexibility performs the most robust, however 5 out of 6 
times allocation 11 performs better. 

Figure 6.7-4 shows the performance of the different allocations on scenarios 2 ti116. 
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Figure 6.7-4: Performance of allocations for scenarios 2 till6 
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One can see in Figure 6. 7-4 two different scenarios perfarm significantly worse than the others (I 
and V). Scenario VII perfarms best on the scenarios 2 till 6. The performance compared to the 
optima! performance (VIII) is lowest for scenario 5 (an extra train is opened in the Middle East) 
for all allocations. 

Figure 6.7-5 shows how local demand changes influence the different allocations. Twice the 
optima! allocation (VIII) found was equal to the optima! allocation (11) found for the model 
without scenario (if demand decreased in the UK or increased in South Europe). lf local demand 
changes occur, the performance of allocation 11 very stable (always within 1% of the optimum 
solution). Allocation I and VI do not perfarm very well. The performance of allocation VI is 
fluctuates significantly and drops especially if the demand decreases on a IocalleveL 
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Figure 6.7-5: Performance of allocations iflocal demand changes occur 

The results of the different allocations for all different scenarios have been shown above. A 
number of observations can be made if looking at all scenarios. 

The optima) allocation without scenario (allocation m always performs better than the allocation 
with limited flexibility (lil) for scenarios 2 till 6 or if demand changes locally, that means that 
limited flexibility does not perform better than the optimum allocation (11) found for the base 
case. The hypotheses as stated in Section 6.6 made for scenario 3 through 7 are therefore all 
false. This might be explained by the fact that the optimum allocation inhabits a certain amount 
of flexibility ( certain products families are produced on more than one train). Furthermore forcing 
each product farnily to be produced for all families is might not be optimal. Flexibility is 
especially needed for the products families with the highest margin and highest changes in 
demand .. The performance of an allocation with no flexibility (every product farnily is only 
produced on one train) bas not been researched. 

Moreover, the scenario analysis showed that the optimal allocation calculated <m by the model 
without a scenario, outperfarms the current allocation (I) for all of the 21 scenarios. The 
maximum difference in expected net profit occurs if train 3 in Terneuzen would break down and 
is over - € per month, the average difference for the scenarios is over 0.5 million € per 
month. For all scenarios the difference in expected net profit between allocation I and 11 is higher 
than the €. difference found without scenarios. The net profit found with allocation <mis 19 
out of 22 times within 2% of the net profit optimum solution found with full flexibility. The other 
3 times are within 4% of op the optimum solution. 

Finally three different allocations (11, lil and VII) are perforrning well for the different scenarios. 
For these 3 allocations and the current allocation sensitivity analysis bas been conducted, the 
results can be found in the next section. 

6.8 Sensitivity analysis 

The optima) solution provided by a robust optimization model is called robust if it remains (close 
to) the optimal if there are small changes in the input data (Leung et. al, 2007). The sensitivity 
analysis bas been conducted for the three different allocations which performed best in the 
different scenarios, allocations 11, lil and VII and for the current allocation (1). 

The effect of a change in the difference between the sales price and the productions costs, and for 
a change in the transport costs has been researched. The reasons for choosing to research the 
effect of changes in the values of the combination of these two parameters are twofold. First these 
parameters account for the largest share of the costs and sales. Second, because of the changing 
oil prices the chance is expected to be highest that the values of these parameters change. 

The results were again compared with the solution found with full flexibility (VIII). The expected 
net profit made for this allocation can be found in Appendix K. 

First a change of the margin between sales prices and the production costs change is analysed. 
The analysis has been made by changing the sales prices6

• The results of a change of -€200, -
€1 00, -€50, +€50, +€1 00, and +€200 in margin per product per MT can be found in Figure 6.8-1. 

6 For twelve different runs (for each change in margin twice) a change in production costs was compared with a 
change of sales price. The difference in results were lower than 0.05%. 
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Figure 6.8-1: Sensitivity analysis if margin between sales and production costs change 
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The different solutions found look robust as long as the margin does not decreases more than 
€100 per product. In that case the solutions for allocation II, lil and VII all perform within 1% of 
the optimum solution found with allocation VIII. If the change of margin is €200 the performance 
of all allocations drops significantly. The reason for this is that a number of productscan not be 
produced profitable anymore, which has a significant impact on the optimum allocation of 
product families to trains. 

The effects that changing transport costs can have on the optimum allocation, have also been 
analysed. The effect of changes of -50%, -25%, +25%, +50% and +100% in transport costs are 
shown in Figure 6.8-2. 
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Figure 6.8-2: Sensitivity analysis if the transport costs change 
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Figure 6.8-2 shows that if the effect of de- or increasing the transport casts by either 25% or 50% 
is relatively small for allocations (11, III and VII). If the transport casts are increased by 100% the 
performance of allocation II and lil drop. Changing the transport casts (within a margin of 50%) 
does not to have a very significant impact on the performance of the different allocations. 

The results of the sensitivity analysis and scenario analysis indicate that it will be especially 
interesting to look further into allocation II and allocation VII. The exact allocation of product 
families to trains can be found in Appendix I. Allocation II performed better for 12 scenarios and 
Allocation VII for 9 scenarios. The allocations forseven product families {2,4,5,6,8,9, 10} are the 
same for both. Product family { 1,3,7,11} are produced one extra train with allocation II compared 
to allocation VII. Finally product family { 12} is producedon train 1 for allocation II and on train 
for allocation VII. 

Bertrand (2003) describes that investment in flexibility need to be justified by the potential 
benefits to be obtained from being able to exercise the flexibility. This research focused on 
increasing flexibility by removing production constraints. The investment casts need to be further 
estimated. 
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations 

This chapter will present the conclusions and areas for further research for both Dow as well as 
the academie world. Furthermore, a number of recommendations are given to Dow. 

7.1 Conclusions for Dow 

This project was initiated because Dow was interested in whether investments in the production 
trains could increase the profitability for (the business) solution polyethylene in Europe. A 
structured analysis of the allocation process of the different products to the different has been 
conducted. Based on this report a number of conclusions can be drawn: 

For almost all scenarios (20 out of 21), the expected net profit made for the optimal 
allocation without a scenario is higher than the performance of the model with forced 
limited flexibility. 

A model bas been developed which can determine the optimal allocation of product 
families to trains. With the model an allocation of product families to trains has been 
found, which performs better than the current allocation for all scenarios. The expected 
increase in net profit if no scenario occurs is over each month. The difference in 
expected net profit increases further (up to over a million each month), if a train 
breaks down or if demand is in or decreasing either overall or on a localleveL 

A number of possible investments opportunities have been identified which can increase 
the expected net profit significantly. The exact costs of these investment opportunities 
need to be investigated further. The first focus should be on qualifying product family 4 
and product farnily 8 on train 4 (Tarragona 2). 

If the demand for all product increases with 10% a number of products are identified that 
could be removed from the product portfolio or for which the prices should be increased: 
... Before removing these products from the assortment Dow research customers if 
will be lost that alsoorder other products (with high margins). 

Opening an extra train will have considerable consequences for the production of SP in 
Europe. Overall the net profit will increase, however Dow Europe will have a lower 
number of products to produce. The difference in transport costs to customers between 
the Middle East and Europe will not have such a large influence as the difference in 
production costs. 

7.2 Recommendations for Dow 

A mathematica! model has been developed to research if Dow can increase the net profit of SP. 
Several demand scenario analysis have been conducted to evaluate the different investment 
possibilities. Dow can increase its expected net profit by changing the allocation of product 
families to trains in a number of ways (see conclusions). The recommendations are prioritised: 

Investigate what the costs are of the different investment opportunities which have been 
identified and research if the investments. When possible start qualifying product family 
4 and product farnily 8 on train 4 (Tarragona 2). 

Run the model at the beginning of each year (when the sales forecasts are known) to 
research if the allocation of product families to trains can be improved. Furthermore, the 
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model should be run every two months in the beginning to evaluate the production 
planning. 

Dow should investigate if customers exist who order the products in combination 
with other products, and who might be lost if these products are removed from the 
assortment. If this is not the case the products should be removed from the portfolio when 
demand increases 10%. 

When a month without break downs has occurred, insert the exact values of the different 
parameters and the allocation of product families to trains which were used. Cernpare the 
results of the model with the actual results to investigate the possible differences between 
values of model and the actual values for the different variables and decision variables. 

7.3 Areas for forther research Dow 

This sectien will discuss a number of areas which are interesting to research in the future for 
Dow: 

Research what the effect is of changing a fixed cycle length of a month for an optimum 
cycle length. If profits increase significant this option could be considered, even though it 
be inconvenient (in the beginning) for Dow's planners and customers. This might be 
interesting to research because the inventory costs are low compared to the production 
costs and if the cycle length increases the production can become more efficient at the 
costs of higher inventory. 

Include the possible production steps or the extra margin which is made on products by 
Dow after the products leave the production unit SP. The sales prices will give a better 
representation of the net profit made. Furthermore, transport costs and handling costs to 
the locations were these steps are conducted might change the allocation decision. 

Because the production costs are such a large part of total costs, it might be interesting to 
research in detail if actual differences exist between the different trains in production 
costs and production efficiency. 

Research what data is neerled and which changes need to be made to the model to 
implement it at the two other departments within Dow: Low Density Polyethylene 
(LDPE) and Polyethylene, to research if the allocations of product (families) to trainscan 
imprave and to identify possible investment opportunities. 

Research how the sequence of products which belong to the same farnily can be 
optimised. In that case the minor change overtimes can perhaps be decreased, that can 
lead to a lower production of off grade products and higher production of prime product. 

7.4 Conclusions for the academie world 

A model has been developed which can determine the optimal allocation of product families to trains. 
The developed model can easily be modified for situations which have considerable changeover or 
setup times between products, produce products at different locations on non-identical trains/lines, 
and have customers at different locations. The model furthermore inhabits the possibility to deal with 
the following characteristics: multi-product, multi-location, multi-echelon, inventory at 3rd parties, and 
transport costs. The model can be used to research the effect of increasing production flexibility 
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trough investments and can be seen as an elaboration of the current models available in literature. 
Based on evaluating the results of a single case the following conclusions are drawn: 

To force flexibility on all product families is most likely less effective than to focus on 
creating flexibility for the high margin products with considerable demand changes. The 
theory as introduced by Jordan and Graves ( 1995): limited flexibility performs if products 
are produced on at least two different production units and limited flexibility performs 
close to full flexibility, can only partly be verified. The performance of limited flexibility 
is close to the performance of full flexibility. However, other allocations perform better 
than limited flexibility in this study. 

Changes in demand on a local level (of 20%) or on an overall level (15%) do not 
considerably change the outcomes of the model. This is might be explained by the fact 
that the transport costs are very smal I compared to the costs of production. 

7.5 Areas for further research and for the academie world 

A number of areas which might be interesting for the academie world have been identified: 

Research what the effect is of local demand changes if the transport costs account for a 
larger share of the total costs. If the share of transport costs is larger the effect of local 
demand changes is likely higher than in this research. 

In Jordan and Graves (1995) flexibility is created for all products. During this research 
the optimal allocations especially increase the flexibility for higher margin products 
focusing on the products with high (changes in) demand. Research could show if this is 
also the case if the demand is nothigher than the production capacity (as is with Dow). 

The model could be implemented at different production units at Dow or at other 
companies to see if the results can be generalised. As stated by van Aken (2004), cross 
case analysis might generate general knowledge by removing the case specific elements 
from the results. 
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8 Implementation 

The final step of the regulative cycle that will be described by this report is the implementation 
design. 

The model, has been built in 'What's Best', is developed in such a way that the values of variables and 
parameters can easily be changed. The model is tried to be developed in the most convenient way. 
The model does not have used on a daily basis; however it willlikely be used again in the future. 

8.1 Handing over the model 

Two employees within Dow will become responsible for the model. These two employees should 
be able to understand the conceptual ideas of the model as well as the practical ones in such a 
way that they can run the model in the future. The conceptual ideas bebind the model, the 
relations between the variables and how the model can be changed have already been explained 
to one of these employees within Dow. 

One of the employees who becomes responsible for the model also works for the production unit 
LDPE, he will investigate if the model can also be used by this or other departments within Dow. 
Appendix L describes the different sheets which have been used. For each sheet the parameters, 
constraints, variables and decision variables have been discussed briefly. Furthermore, the model 
that has been handed over is 'coloured', the different colours indicate which cells can be adapter 
and which cells should not be changed (see Appendix L for an explanation). 

8.2 Changing the model 

Within the model certain settings of the model can be changed easily while others will be more 
difficult. Changing the settings of the model in 'What's Best ' is very simple for the following 
situations: 

Changing the values for any of the parameters. 
Including one train at a location or including an extra location. 
Actding products (up till 65) and consumer areas (until 80) . 
Actding extra product families (up till 15) 
Changing the objective function from maxirnising net profit into maxirnising service. 
If the same price per location is changed into different prices for different locations. 

The following settings will be more difficult to change: 
An extra level of families (besides master farnily, product families and products) 
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Reading Guides 

Definitions 

TcrminoJoo\ .... l>cfinition 
Backorders An order which is not fulfilled to the customer in period t 

and therefore needs to be fulfilled in period t + N . 
Batch/mix industries "A process business which primarily schedules short 

production runs of products. " (Conner, 1986) 
By-products Products which are generated when producing the main 

product and are difficult to sell and therefore not part of the 
portfolio (Flapper et al. 2002). 

Carriers Carriers transport products from one place to another. 
Changeover The process of converting a train from producing one 

product to producing another product. 
Changeover time The time needed fora changeover; for Dow, this is equal to 

the time that off graded product is produced because 
production can not be stopped. 

Co-products Products which are generated when producing the main 
product and are relatively easy to sell and therefore part of 
the portfolio (Flapper et aL 2002). 

Costof capita! The costs of obtaining (investment) funds, including the cost 
of both debt sourees and equity sources. (Garrison et al ., 
2003) 

Cycle length The time of a cycle; in which the production of the different 
products have to be completed before entering a new cycle. 
For Dow the cycle length is one month. 

Cycle stock Is built up during production of batches of products Is the 
amount of on hand inventory, which results from producing 
different batches (Silver et al., 1998). 

Debagging lf a product is packed, unpacked and then repacked again. 
Echelon stock "The echelon stock (or echelon inventory level) of a given 

stockpoint denotes all physical stock at the stockpoint plus 
all materials in transit to or on hand at any stockpoint 
Downstream, minus eventual backlogs at the most 
Downstream stockpoint" (van Houtum, 2004). The echelon 
chain under consideration is called the echelon. 

Mix flexibility The easiness of switching between products ( or product 
types). 

Multi-product More than one product is considered 
Multi-plant More than one plant is considered 
Net Present Value "The difference between the present value of cash inflows 

and the present values of the cash outflows associated with 
an investment project" (Garrison et aL, 2003). 

No flexibility Every product can be produced on only one train. 
Lanes The combination of a place from which the product is 

transported with the place to where the product needs to be 
delivered. This can be done with postal and or area codes, 
from Terneuzen to Tessenderloo would then for example 
give 'NLD45BEL39'. 

Payback period The length of time needed for an investment project to 
reeover its initia! costs, out of the cash generated by the 
investment (Garrison et aL, 2003). 
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Prime product Products which are part of the portfolio, sametimes also 
called mainproducts. 

Process flexibility The ability to build different products in the same plant at 
the same time, and therefore allows the product mix to be 
changed as demand varies. 

Process industries "Process industries are businesses that add value to 
materials by mixing, separating, forming or chemica/ 
reactions. Processes may be either continuous or batch and 
generally require rigid process control and high capita/ 
investment." (Wallace, 1984). 

Process/Flow "A manufacturer who produces with minimal interruptions 
industries in any one production run or between production runs of 

products which exhibit process characteristics such a 
liquids, fibres, powders, gases. " (Connor, 1986). 

Safety stock The minimum planned on hand inventory at the end of a 
period, to buffer against uncertainty in demand and supply, 
intheshort run (i.e. at Dow short run is one month). (based 
on Silver et al., 1998). 

Service level (P2) "Long-run fraction of total de mand, which is being 
deliveredfrom stock on hand (also known asfill-rate)" (de 
Kok, 2005). 

Stockpoint Point within the supply chain, where (packed) products are 
kept on stock. 

Supply Chain The chain which starts at purebases of raw materials and 
continues by transforrning these into (semi-)finished 
products and ultimately into products ready for the market 
The final step of the supply chain, which is considered in 
this thesis is the distribution of these products to the 
customer. 

Trains The equivalent of a production line in discrete industries. If 
a location has multiple trains it can simultaneously produce 
products. 

Total flexibility Every product can be produced on all trains. 
Volume flexibility The easiness in which production volumes can be increased 

( or decreased). 
Work in Process Those products which have not finished its routing (not 
(WIP) every production step is finished for Dow this excludes the 

packaging step). Therefore, generally spoken the WIP is all 
the products between the different stockpoints plus the 
products at the stockpoints, not including the fin al 
stockpoints. (Hopp and Spearman, 2001) 
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Symbols used in the thesis 

s~ rnhol 1\ Jean in~ l nit Sort 
of s~ rnllOI 

A Number of octene master families - Parameter 

CE C Customer locations - Index 

CHI,s,i,p Costs of handling product i in packaging variant €/MT Parameter 
p at production location l in storage possibility s 

Clt,s,i,p Ioventory costs for product i in packaging €/MT Parameter 
variant p in storage possibility s at production 

Iocation l 
CoC The costs of capita! for each period % Parameter 

CP; Production costs for producing product i €/MT Parameter 

CPJ1,;,p Packaging costs for product i in packaging €/MT Parameter 
variant p at production location l 

c~, r , p Transport cost for products in packaging variant €/MT Variabie 
p from production location l to postal code r 

c~,c,p Transport cost for products in packaging variant €/MT Parameter 
p from production location l to customer 

location c 

d, the number of days in period t Days Parameter 

D Demand for product i in packaging variant p MT Parameter 
t , p ,c,t 

from customer Iocation c in period t 

D. k Demand for product i, in packaging variant p, MT Parameter 
r,p,c, ,t 

from customer k, in customer area c in period t 

D,,p Actual demand in MT for all products in postal MT Parameter 
code r in packaging variant p in the year 2007 

iE I Products - Index 

]/. Ioventory level of product i in packaging variant MT Variabie 
,l ,p ,t 

p at production Iocation l at the end of period t 

11 . Ioventory level of product i in packaging variant MT Decision 
,S,l ,p ,l 

p at production location l in storage possibility s Variabie 

at the end of period t 
lf\ . Average inventory level of product i in MT Variabie ,l,p,t 

packaging variant p at production Iocation l in 

storage possibility s during period t 
lf\ . Average inventory level of product l in MT Variabie 

,S,l ,p ,l 

packaging variant p at production location l 
during period t 

Ac,r {_- 1 if product area r belongs to customer area c - Decision 
- 0 otherwise Variabie 

Ac,r is a binary value 

kEK Customers - Index 

K Maximum intemal inventory capacity available at MT Parameter l,p 
location l for inventory in packaging variant p 

mEM Production trains - Index 
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MI Is a large positive nurnber that exceeds the 1/1 Parameter 

maximurn value for any TPm; 1 in period t 

MinP21 Minimum overall service level; minimum % Parameter 
fraction of overall dernand delivered directly 
frorn stock inperiod t 

'llt,s,p Efficiency of the dernand storage at production % Parameter 
location l in packaging variant pat storage 

possibility s 
pEp Product packaging - Index 

PR . m,t Production rate of product i at production train MT/hours Parameter 
m 

PSAC,I Predicted sales in MT to custorner c in period t. MT Variabie 

qE Q Master families - Index 

QP~.i,p,1 Arnount of product i packed at production MT Variabie 
location l in packaging variant p in period t 

QP . Arnount of product i produced at production MT Variabie 
m,i,t 

train m in period t 

Q~,i ,l Arnount of product i 
location l in period t 

produced at production MT Variabie 

rE R Postal codes - Index 
r Relative tolerance: the solution is guaranteed to % Parameter 

be within 100*r% of the true optimum on 
MILP's 

rm,i,l { - 1 if train m is producing product i in period t - Decision 
- 0 otherwise Variabie 

rm,i,l is a binary value 

SE S Storage possibilities - Index 

5m,q,l r - 1 train m is producing rnaster farnily q in - Decision 

period t Variabie 

- 0 otherwise 

sm,q,l is a binary value 

s~ . Quantity of product i sold in packaging variant MT Decision 
,t,p,c ,t 

served frorn production l Variabie p location to 

custorner location c in period t 
SP t,p Sales price for product i in packaging variant p €/MT Parameter 

tg ,q {- 1 if product family g belongs rnaster farnily q - Parameter 
- 0 otherwise 

t
8
,q is a binary value 

T~.~ Time available in period t for production on train Hours Parameter 
m 

TMinmi Minimum run length for product i on train m Hours Parameter 

TOGm,q Time producing offgrade when 'setting up' for Hours Parameter 
product families which belong to 'master farnily' 
q on train m 

TOMim,g The average time producing off grade when Hours Parameter 
'setting up' for products which belong to farnily 
g on train m 
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TOQm Time producing off grade, when 'setting up' for Hours Parameter 
master families on train m 

TPm ,i,r Time in period t that product i is produced at Hours Decision 
production train m Variabie 

um ,g - 1 if train m is capable of producing product - Parameter 
.. family g 
'- - 0 otherwise 

um,g is a binary value 

z Online time % Parameter 

xl,m { - I ;r train m is producing at production - Parameter 

location I 
- 0 otherwise 

X1,m is a binary value 

xi,t Safety stock of product i at the end of period t 111 Parameter 

Ym, g,t { - I ;r ttain m ;, produdng product family g - Decision 

in period t Variabie 

- 0 otherwise 

Ym,i,r is a binary value 

z Net profit after T periods € Variabie 

Zg,i { 1 if product i belongs to product farnily g - Parameter 

- 0 otherwise 

z
8

,; is a binary value 
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Abbreviations 

.\hhn.·' iation lkfïnition 
APICS American Production and Inventory Control society 
COC Cost of Capital 
CLP Constraint Logic Programming 
CLSP Capacitated Lot Sizing Problem 
KPC Kuwait Petrochemieals Corporation 
LP Linear Programming 
LDPE Low Density Polyethylene 
MILP Mixed Integer Linear Programming 
MT Metric Tonnes = 1000 kilogram. 
SP Solution Polyethylene 
OPAC Operations Planning Accounting and Control 
R&D Research and Development 
TAR Tarragona 
TER Terneuzen 
TUle Technische Universiteit Eindhoven 

Eindhoven University of Technology 
VCMT V alue Centre Management Team 
WIP Work In Process 
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Appendices 

A. Options and calculation possibilities within "What's Best" 

Several methods can be chosen within the "What's Best" for solving LP or MILP problems. For 
the MILP options, choices have to be made about branching techniques used (set at both 'up' and 
'Down'). Furthermore a choice needs to be made if a warmor a cold start is made (harrier, prima) 
or dual), set at solver decides. Next three groups of toleranee can be chosen: integrality 
tolerances, optimality tolerances, and miscellaneous tolerances. 

The branch-and-bound manager makes an educated guess as to best ignition branching direction 
for each fractional variable. Due to potential round-off errors on computers, sametimes no exact 
values can be found for integer or binary variables. Two integrality tolerances can be set namely 
the integral and relative tolerance. If I is the ciosest integer value to X, X will be considered an 
integer if: 

IX -/1-IXI <= 

IX-/I -w<-
Absolute Intemality Toleranee (set at 0.000001) 

Relative Intemality Toleranee (set at 0.000008) 

Three different "optimality tolerances" are available. Firstly the absolute tolerance: applicable if 
a branch-and-bound solver should only search only solutions which have a minimum absolute 
increase (set at 0). Secondly the relative tolerance: This is a value, r, ranging form 0 to 1. 
lndicating to the branch-and-bound solver that it should only search for integer solutions at least 
lOO*r% better than the biggest integer solution so far. A major benefit of using a relative 
toleranee is that solution timescan be improved tremendously. Aowever on the negative side, the 
final solutions obtained may not be the true optima) solution. You wiJl, however be guaranteed 
that the solution is within lOO*r% of the true optimum on linear integer models. The values 
chosen for rare discussed in the thesis . Finally, the time to relative tolerance: The number of 
seconds before the branch-and bound solver begins using the relative optimality tolerance. The 
time to Relative Toleranee is set at 300 seconds. 

The miscellaneous tolerances are hurdle tolerance, node selection and strong branch. The hurdle 
toleranee is used to narrow the search for the optimal solution by including a hurdle (set at none). 
The node selection is to control the order in which the solver selects branch nodes in the tree. 
Four options are available: depth first, worst bound, best bound or solver decides, the last option 
was chosen. Finally the strong branch is used to specify a more intensive branching strategy, 
during the first n levels of the branch-and bound tree. During these initia) levels, the model 
performs a tentative branch on each of the variables in the subset, selecting as the final candidate 
the variabie that offers the greatest impravement in the bound on the objective. The strong branch 
level, e.g. number of levels which a more intensive branching strategy is used, are set at 25 for the 
single period runs and kept at 10 for the multi-period runs. 

To decrease the solution time, the static solver memory has been increased from 16MB to 
256MB. Because the computer on which the roodels were run has a dual processor, other 
applications did notslow down significantly. 

Fora compete overview about the methods used and options available in "What 's Best" I would 
like to refer to the earlier mentioned website: http://www.lindo.com/products/wb/wbm.html, and 
the user's manual: "What's Best!" user's manual, taking your spreadsheet beyond "What if?". 
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B. Data sourees 

The table below describes the main souree which has been used in the data collecting step. The 
first column describes the 'data bolder', these are existing files or files within Dow, the second 
column the type of data obtained and the third column describes from whom the data has been 
obtained. Often more than one souree was needed to obtain all the necessary data. Por example, 
carriers were contacted to give price indications to complete the transport costs data. 

Table B-1 : Data sourees 

Sort File Data ohtaincd Fr om 
Excel File Actual changeover times 2005- 2007 Pieter Vasseur 
Excel File Actual sales 2007 (packed and bulk) Tom Nijsten 

N.A. Basic company figures Website Dow 
Excel File Inventory costs Niels van Sabben 
Excel File Inventory constraints Niels van Sabben 

SAP Data and Missing transport costs Mirela Despinoiu, Pia 
Quotations Tollin, Fred Bahrenburg, 

Karen van Kerckhoven 
Interview Online time trains Frits van Ei ik 
Excel File Packaging costs Niels van Sabben 
Word File Process description SP Pieter Vasseur 
Excel File Production costs Monique Peters 

Excel File and Product characteristics (basic) Frank Nijsen and 
Interviews Pieter Vasseur 
Excel File Production plan individual months Frits van Eijk 
Excel File Production rates Frits van Eijk 
Excel File Transport costs bulk Peter Vermeire 
Excel File Transport costs packed Peter Vermeire 
Excel File Sales forecasts 2008 Frits van Eijk 
Excel File Sales price Monique Peters 

Interview and Storage efficiency Niels van Sabben 
Excel data 
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C. Overview possible investments 

Table C-1 shows for which product families an hardware investment is needed (2), which product 
families only need qualification (1) and which product families need such high investments that 
these are not investigated in this research (0). The overview is based on discussions with the 
European planner (Frits van Eijk) and the experts about the production process (Frank Nijssen 
and Pieter Vasseur). 

'bie investments 
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D. Grouping of products and summary of changeover valnes 

Table D-1 gives a description of the different product families. Table D-2 gives an overview of 
which product belongs to which group. The main groups were first defined (group 1-9), after that 
the product families which only consist of one product were added (10-12). The grouping of 
products into product families is described in Section 6.2. The co-monomer used for the 
production of SP in Europe is either hexene (C6) or octene (C8). Trials are products which are 
not in part of the portfolio yet. These products can for example be trials for future products or are 
produced for other areas in the world. 

Table D-2: Overview of Products and families 
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E. Data removed for demand predictions 

The overall predicted demand forSPin Europe in 2008 is MT, which can be subdivided 
into MT packed and MT bulk demand respectively. Table E-1 , gives an overview of 
the data that have been removed. The columns describe the number of MT removed, the number 
of MT removed as a percentage of the total demand, and the reason why the data has been 
removed. 

<0.0025 

and region are 

country or region was known (packed 

country or region was known (Bulk 

Three countries were removed. Because in he expected 
sales delivered from sales in 2008 are less than 
140MT a year: and - The limit 140MT 
was chosen based on based on the reasoning that all 
demand in countries which was 0.01% (or less) than the 
total demand would not influence the results of this 
research. 
Sales to postal code 
of 
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F. Grouping postal codes into customer areas and the transport costs to these 
customer areas 

This appendix gives an exarnple of how demand from postal codes is grouped into customer 
areas. Table F-1 shows the customer areas in ltaly. The grouping of other postal codes in 
customer areas can be found in the Excel file: Transportcosts.xls. ltaly has been chosen as an 
example because a correction factor was included and certain areas only have demand for packed 
or bulk goods. One can see for example that in customer area 1 the costs of transporting packed 
products to postal code IT A04 are unknown. These costs not relevant since there is no expected 
demand in ITA04 for packed goods. 

Furthermore, Table F-2 shows the costs as calculated for each customer area (a waited average 
based on the quantity demanded). One can see that a correction is made because for 24MT bulk 
(see Table F-1) the postal code was unknown, this demand has been divided basedon the arnount 
quantity of bulk demanded throughout Italy. Furthermore, the costs of transporting packed 
products from ESP43 (Tarragona) to group 1 in ltaly are missing. These and other missing values 
(for other countries) were either requested from carriers or estimated. The reason that these values 
are not in the data is that no transhipments over that particular lane has been made in last couple 
of years. 
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G. Data obtained 

The table below describes how the value for each of the parameters is obtained. The first column 
gives the parameter, the second the meaning of the parameter, and the third column describes if 
the data is given or estimated. If the data is given, the data is known and is almost always 
retrieved from SAP. If the data is estimated, the exact data was unknown, the data has either been 
estimated during this project or the data were estimated by employees of Dow before the project 
started. 

A 

CHI ,s,i,p 

C/l ,s,i,p 

CP; 

CPP;,;,p 

c~,c, p 

D. 
l,p ,C,I 

D k 1,p ,c, ,t 

D r ,p 

KP;,p 

MI 

'Tlt ,s,p 

SP;,p 

Number of octene master families 

Costs of handling product i in packaging variant 
p at production location l in storage possibility s 

Inventory costs for product i in packaging 
in storage possibility s at production 

Production costs for producing product i 

Packaging costs for product i in packaging 
variant p at production location l 
Transport cost for products in packaging variant 
p from production location l to customer 

location c 
Number of days in period t 

d,eN 

Demand for product i in packaging variant p 
from customer location c in t 
Demand for product i, in packaging vari 
from customer in customer area c in 
Actual demand in MT for all products in postal 
code r in variant in the 2007. 
Maximum intemal inventory capacity available at 
location l for packed inventory p 

Is a large positive number that exceeds the 

maximum value for any TPm,i,t in period t 

Minimum overall service level; mmtmum 
fraction of demand delivered directly from stock 
in t 

Efficiency of the bulk demand storage at 
production location l in packaging variant p at 

s 
Production rate of product i at production train 
m 
Sales price for product i in packaging variant p 

Given 

Given 

Given 

Estimated 

Given 

Estimated 

Given 

Estimated 

Estimated 

Estimated 

Given 

Estimated 
(exact) 

N.A. 

Estimated 

Gi ven/Estimated 

Estimated 
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tg,q { - 1 if product family g belongs master family q Estimated 
- 0 otherwise 

t
8
,q is a binary value 

TA". ,t Time available in period t for production on train Estimated 
m 

TMinm,i Minimum run length for product i on train m Given 

TOGm ,q Time producing offgrade when changing over Estimated 
between product families which both belong to 
'master farnily' q on train m 

TOMim,g The average time producing off grade when Estimated 
changing between products which both belong to 
family g on train m 

TOQm Time producing off grade, when changing over 
between master families on train m 

Estimated 

um,g {- I train m is capable of producing product Given 
farnily g 
- 0 otherwise 

um,g is a binary value 

% Online time of every train Given 

xl ,m { - I if u-ain m is producing at production Given 
location l 
- 0 otherwise 

xm,l is a binary value 

xi,t Safety stock of product i at the end of period t Given 

Zg,i {- 1 if product i belongs to product farnily g Estimated 

- 0 otherwise 

z
8

,; is a binary value 
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H. What's Best output optimised for single period with r=0.25% 

The output generated by "What' s Best" of one of the runs is shown in the this appendix, all other 
outputs have been saved and are available digitally. 
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I. Allocation of product families to trains for different scenarios 

The exact allocations for the different product families can be found in the table below. The number 
which are written in blue indicate that these can still be changed and are decision variables. The cells 
which are blue indicate that these investments are not researched. 

Table I-1 : Exact allocations of the different allocations used for the scenario analysis 
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J. Results scenarios 

All results for the different scenarios can be found in Table J-1. 

-I ...... 
(1) 

~ 
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K. Maximum net profit made for sensitivity analysis 

The expected net profit made with allocation VIII, given that Dow would know the margin or 
transport costs changes and could optirnise its allocations, has been calculated to compare the 
different scenarios withand can be found in Figure K-1. 

Figure K-1: Expected net profit if changes in margin and transport costs would be known for allocation 
VIII 
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L. Description of different sheets in Excel of the model 

The sheets for the model have been kept as simple as possible and only the model as described in 
Chapter 5 and sheets which give part of the output of the model are found in the main program. 
All other calculations (example needed for obtaining the values for the different parameters) have 
been done in separate files. These 'underlying' calculations will not be discussed in this appendix 
however the methods used for obtaining the parameters have been discussed in the thesis. The 
underlying calculation methods have been explained to an employee of Dow. 

All sheets are 'coloured' (the naming of colours is the same naming as Excel uses): 
The letters of the decision variables are blue and these will be in white cells 
The cells of variables are lime. The cells of the variables should not be changed. The cell 
of the objective function is blue. 
The cells of the parameters are green, the value of all parameters can be changed. 
The cells of the calculations which are needed for e.g. the different constraints are grey. 
(should not be changed). 
All constraints are orange 
All other cells are for example for narning. 

The main program consists of ten different sheets. Each sheet will briefly be discussed and the 
different constraints in the model will be matebed with the constraints as presented in Section 5.2 
and 6.2. 

1) The sheet 'WB! Status' describes the output given by 'What's Best', this output is 
generated automatically. An example can be found in Appendix H. 

2) The sheet 'Overview' gives a summary of all different casts and incames calculated. The 
sheet consistsof only grey fields, except for the objective function Z, which is cell B3 

3) The sheet 'Prod.Rates.+Costs', calculates the quantity of products produced, the casts of 
production, the inventory casts, the handling casts. Constraint (1) is described in cells 
(C86:BP89), constraint (2) is described in cells (S93:T96). Constraint (3) is described in 
cells (C93:D96), constraint 4 can be found cells (S93:T96). Constraint (5) is described in 
the cells (C123:BP124) and in (C126:BP127). Constraint (6) can be found in cells 
(U93: U96). Constraint I 0 and 11 are described in cells (D22:BP28) and (C31 :BP33) 
respectively. Constraint 16 is described in (C22:C29). Finally, constraint (18) can be 
included with cells (FIOI:FI03). 

4) The sheet 'Production (Time constr.)' ensures no more time is produced than possible. 
Constraint 15 can be found in the cells (CHI4:CJ20). Furthermore, constraint 8 can be 
found in cells (CH22:CJ129) and constraint (14) can be found in the cells (D22:BP129). 

5) The sheet 'Min. Production Time constrain' ensures that every product is produced for at 
least 16 hours. Constraint 9 can be found in the cells (D21 :BP27) and constraint 17 can 
be found in cells (D50:BP56). 

6) In the sheet 'Allocation+trans.&pack. costs' constraint 7 can be found. (D4:BQ80) and 
(BS4:EF80). Constraint 12 can be found in (D247: EF49), (D413:EF425), and 
(D579:EF581). 

7) In the sheet 'Time producing offgrade' the time that offgrade is produced is calculated. 
constraint 13 (R45, T51) and 19 (R40:T42) are described. 
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8) The sheet 'Demand Packed & Bulk ' gives all predicted demand for all combinations of 
products, packaging variants and customer areas. 

9) The sheet 'Revenue' consists of the sales prices for all the different products and the 
revenue is also calculated with this sheet. 

10) The sheet 'Data Transportcosts' only consists of parameters; all transportcasts from the 
different customer areas to each customer for bulk and packed transport can be found in 
this sheet. 
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